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FOREWORD
fT^HE primary purpose of this course in observation and

methods is to develop principles of teaching in their

natural setting. The observer is introduced to these

principles in connection with real teaching situations in which
alone they are useful. Meeting principles as they are func-

tioning naturally in purposeful teaching activities, the observer
has a fair chance of understanding their meaning and applica-
tion. This is the application of the project method to the

v, training of teachers. For the sake of emphasis and a more
*

logical organization, these principles may afterwards be

separated from their functional relations and stated as ab-

stractions. As such the teacher should be familiar with them,
ever remembering, however, that the only excuse for knowing
them is the fact that they make possible the teaching processes
in connection with which they were first discovered.

The author is deeply indebted to the earnest corps of super-
*- visors in the Training School of the Wayne State Teachers'

College, Wayne, Nebraska, from whom he has received valu-

able suggestions which are embodied in this course. The
author is especially indebted to Professor J. W. Searson of

the University of Nebraska for suggestions as to the organ-
ization of the course and for editorial supervision of his

manuscript.
H. H. HAHN.
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INTRODUCTION
The time allotment for this course in observation and meth-

ods is eighteen weeks. Two days of each week are to be de-
voted to observation of demonstration teaching, and three

days to class discussion of methods.

Organization of the Course

In the organization of this course there is no attempt made
at completeness or logical sequence. It is a course for begin-
ners. For them a logical and complete treatment of the sub-

ject would be fatal. The observer's problems are treated

psychologically rather than logically. The author's first

concern is to make the students conscious of the problems, to
make the problems real to them. The second is to motivate
the study of the problems, to get the students into the work
purposefully and whole-heartedly. The last concern is lo get
the students to make a good beginning of the study of the

problems and see and understand them in their practical rather
than theoretical relations.

Purpose of Observation Work

The primary purpose of the observation work is to furnish

a concrete basis for the study of education. Too often class

discussions are entirely divorced from first-hand information
of school practice. Such work is bookish and valueless to the

student who is just beginning to study education. The ob-

servation work as outlined will furnish the students with
concrete experiences by means of which they can interpret
what they read and what they hear in a rational and meaning-
ful way.

Reading-Reference Work

It is an easy matter to make the reading end of a course like

this too heavy. If a student spends the greater portion of his

time in reading -references, he must neglect other important
features of the work. The maximum amount of time that

can be reasonably devoted to the study of each problem out-

side of recitation periods is two hundred minutes. During
this time the student is expected to write answers to the ob-

servation questions, read references, write answers to exercises

based on references, and finally write out the solution to the

observer's problem. He should not spend more than eighty
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minutes in reading references. The references given are selected

because they introduce variety of ideas, because they ex-

press modern viewpoints, and because they are concise and
discuss specifically the problem in question.

A Student Record Book is Necessary

Through his observation work the student of education
is to collect data to be used in the discussion of methods, in

classes in educational psychology, in the work of practice

teaching, and it is to be hoped in actual teaching when he
leaves school. The form in which his observation notes are

to be kept should therefore be permanent.
The data recorded under observation should be complete

and yet concise. Their value depends upon limiting the

quantity as well as the quality. This record book limits the

space and thereby suggests the quantity to be recorded.

Limiting the quantity necessitates closer selection and greater
discrimination on the part of the students in taking notes.

A record book demands the essential data in the fewest words.
The arrangement of this record book has for its purpose

the unification of the demonstration work and the class dis-

cussions. It utilizes what is observed, what is read, and what
is said in class discussions, in the final solutions of the ob-
server's problems.

Finally, uniformity in notebooks as to size and as to place
and manner of arranging the notes, lightens the task of reading
and scoring them. The record is kept in the order in which the
demonstration lessons are given, with no foreign material
included. To this end the close association of question and
answer is also a great advantage.

Suggestions to Normal-Training Instructors

In connection with many of the observation exercises it is

necessary that the members of the normal-training class

receive instruction that will prepare them for the observation.
In some instances this preparation consists of providing sub-

ject matter for the demonstration. The success of the observa-
tion work will largely depend upon how well the observers
are prepared for the work.
The normal-training instructor should observe all the

demonstration work along with the members of the class.

He should take notes and write up his record book as he
expects his students to do. Only in this way is he able to

carry on the work as he should.
The following steps should be taken in the order given in

working out solutions to the student's problems: (1) prepara-
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tion for the observation work; (2) observation of demonstra-
tion teaching and taking of notes; (3) answering questions
based on observation; (4) reading of references; (5) answering
exercises based on references; (6) writing out the full solution

to the student's problem ; (7) discussion of answers to exercises

and solution to the student's problem in class.

It is believed that the best results will be obtained from
this course by having two observation periods and three class

discussions each week. According to this plan two projects
would be studied each week.

Instruction to Demonstrators

The teacher who demonstrates has an important part in

the training of teachers in high schools and normal schools.

Her work furnishes the concrete experiences on which all

discussions hinge. It is absolutely essential that she make the

necessary preparation for this work. She should study the

plans for the observation exercises in order to have clearly
in mind what is to be demonstrated. In every lesson the

procedure is definitely worked out. In most cases the demon-
strator can conduct similar lessons to orient herself and the

class before the demonstration lesson is undertaken.

Direction for Students

The student should understand his observation problem
before he enters upon his observation work. He should read
the questions, which he is to answer afterwards, so that he may
know what data to record.

He should not attempt to answer any of the observation

questions during the demonstration period. He should devote
all of his time to observation and to jotting down such data
as he deems necessary to answer the questions and to solve

the problem.
There is sufficient space in the record book for each answer.

The answer must be complete and accurate, but it must be

expressed in the fewest words possible. In his answers the

student should be specific and avoid generalities. In propor-
tion as his answers are complete, brief, and specific, they are

valuable.

He should read the exercises following the references before

he reads the references. He should keep in mind the observa-

tion problem. This will enable him to select the data he
needs for the exercises and the problem. When he finds a

significant fact he should make a note of it designating the

page where it may be found. Having read as many of the

references as time permits, he should go over his notes carefully,
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keeping in mind the reference exercises and the observation

problem. He should then write the best answer he can to

each exercise to be discussed in class.

Having done his work carefully as outlined above, the
observer should be prepared to write out a good solution to

his observation problem. His solution should tie together for

him the helpful things he saw in his observation, the significant
data he gathered from his references, and the worth-while

things he heard in class discussions. Let him write it out as

completely and as concisely as he can, remembering that the

quality of his solution is a measure of the quality of his work.



Projects in Observation and Practice Teaching

GENERAL TOPIC: PHYSICAL FACTORS AFFECTING
SCHOOL WORK

PROJECT I. HEAT, LIGHT, AND VENTILATION

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problems

1. How does the lighting of a schoolroom condition the children's work?
2. How do temperature and ventilation affect it?

Observation Work

The observer is to visit a room in which the lighting, the

heating, and the ventilation are the best the school affords for

the purpose of gathering first-hand information concerning
the physical factors that condition school work. In the light
of what he observed he is to answer the following exercises:

1. From what direction does the light come into the room visited?

How near are the windows to the ceiling?
How wide are the wall divisions between the windows?

2. What is the ratio of the light-admitting area of the windows to the
floor area?

3. What color is the ceiling? The side walls?

4. How may the window shades used in the room be adjusted?

How much of the light-admitting area of the windows do they cover?

5. How is the room heated? Test the temperature
of the room four feet from the floor and record it.

6. How is the room ventilated?

Draw a diagram showing the movement of the air in the room.
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7. Estimate the area of the fresh air inlets.

8. Give evidence to show that the children do or do not sit erect, breathe

deeply, and exercise frequently.

REFERENCES

BENNETT. School Efficiency, 28-36; 37-52.

DRESSLAR. School Hygiene. 221~i6; 133-9; 141-^1; 181-92; 194-220.

SHAW. School Hygiene, 170-99; 65-109.

TERMAN. Hygiene of the School Child, Chap, x; Chap. xiv.

PHILLIPS. Fundamentals in Elementary Education, 46-51.
GREGG. Hygiene as Nature Study, 127-43.

HALL-QUEST. Supervised Study, 62-93.

EAGLET AND KEITH. An Introduction to Teaching, 7; 185.

DAVIS". The Technique of Teaching, 1.

STARK. Every Teacher's Problems, 212-217.
GRANT. Acquiring Skill in Teaching, 171-174; 182-193.

STRAYER AND ENGELHARDT. The Classroom Teacher, 242-269; 348-367.
MOORE. Parent, Teacher, and School, 118-125.

SPAIN. The Platoon School, 130-133; 137-164.

PARKER. Teaching in Elementary Schools, 71-74.

SEARS. Classroom Organization and Control, 264-269.
BARNES. Rural School Management, 73-82; 255-256.
THOMAS. Training for Effective Study, 219-224.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Why should the light reflected from the book the child reads be the

strongest light within his field of vision?

2. How can cross-lights and shadows and glares be avoided in a school-
room?

3. If the side of the room opposite the windows is dark, what is wrong?

Why is a square foot of glass near the ceiling worth as much for

lighting purposes as three square feet forty inches above the floor?

4. What should be the ratio of window space to floor space?

5. Where should a nearsighted child be seated?

Why?
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6. Which is the most effective and the most economical way of heating
a rural schoolroom?

7. The best school temperature is from 66 to 68 degrees Fahrenheit.
What is the effect of a higher or lower temperature on the children's

learning ability?

8. Dry air at a temperature of 68 degrees is injurious to children doing
school work. How can moisture be added to the air as it is being
heated in rural schools?

9. Explain the principle of the jacketed stove used in rural schools.

'

10. Adequate ventilation of a schoolroom large enough to accommodate

forty children should supply it with seventy-two thousand cubic feet

of fresh air per hour. If the area of the fresh air inlet is two square
feet, the current of air passing through the inlet must move at the

rate of seven miles per hour to supply the room with the required
amount of fresh air. At what rate must a current of air move
through the inlet to supply the room visited with enough fresh air?

11. Explain the best method of securing ventilation through windows.

Standards

Write a short paragraph embodying the standards on:

1. The lighting of a schoolroom.

2. The heating.

3. The ventilation.

What I Like Best in Project I



PROJECT H. SEATS, DESKS, AND DECORATIONS

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problems

1. What do seats and desks have to do with school efficiency?
2. How do schoolroom decorations affect the work of children?

3. How should schoolrooms be equipped ?

Observation Work

The observer is to visit a room to gather data at first-hand

to answer the following exercises :

1. In what ways are the pupils' desks adjustable in the room visited?

2. How many children are sitting with the small of the back curved back-

ward and the internal organs compressed?

3. "A healthful sitting position demands that both hips and shoulders

be pushed back and the small of the back be pushed forward."
Do the seats the children are using permit such a posture?

4. "The correct position of the book places it perpendicular to the line

of vision, with the light shining squarely on the page, and fourteen
to sixteen inches from the eye." How many of the children read
with their books in this position?

5. What color are the walls of the room you visited?

Is the color a pleasing one? In what way does the color assist

the lighting of the room?

6. Show that the study activity is or is not helped by wall coloring and
decorations.

7. How often and in what manner does the teacher inspect the textbooks?

REFERENCES

BENNETT. School Efficiency, 53-61 ; 33; 62-74.
DRESSLAR. School Hygiene, 82-97; 80-1.
TERMAN. Hygiene of the School Child, 81.
SHAW. School Hygiene, 135-56.
PHILLIPS. Fundamentals in Elementary Education, 55; 52; 56.
MOORE. Parent, Teacher, and School, 235-245.
BENNETT. Elementary School Journal, Vol. XXIII, No. S (Nov. 1922), 203-214.
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Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Name the essentials of a good school desk.

2. Give arguments in favor of the statement that "no ventilating system
can possibly be as large a factor in getting good air into the lungs
of children as a seat which causes them to sit with chest expanded."

3. Describe the ideal coloring of the walls of a schoolroom.

4. Write a short paragraph on the hygiene of sitting.

5. Make a list of useful apparatus and equipment for a rural school.

Answer the Student's Problems

1.

3.

What I Like Best in Project



GENERAL TOPIC: TEACHER ACTIVITIES

PROJECT HI. THE TEACHER AND DISCIPLINE

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problems

1. What personal equipment should the efficient teacher possess?
2. How does the successful teacher do her routine work?
3. What are the fundamentals of good school discipline?

Observation Work

After having visited a school at the direction of the instruc-

tor and gathered data at first-hand, the observer is to answer
the following questions:

1. Cite facts to show that the teacher visited was well dressed for the
work of teaching.

2. Describe the pitch, quality, and clearness of her voice.

3. Cite instances to show that she possessed self-control.

4. Cite instances to show that she did think quickly of the proper thing
to do or say.

5. What care did she give to heat, light, and ventilation?

6, How did she call and dismiss classes?
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7. Describe her method of distributing materials to pupils.

8. Make a list of the school habits observed that save time and energy.

9. Cite instances to show that the pupils did or did not assume responsi-

bility in the discipline of the school.

10. Was it the teacher's or the school's approval that pupils most desired?

Give evidence in support of your answer.

11. Cite instances, if any, where the teacher stopped disorderly conduct

by punishment.

12. Cite instances, if any, where the teacher used the "ounce of pre-
vention."

13. Cite instances, if any, where the teacher stopped disorderly conduct

by giving pupils something orderly to do.

REFERENCES

BENNETT. School Efficiency, 356-70; 194-204; 206-14; 269-302.

PHILLIPS. Fundamentals in Elementary Education, 60-72; 75-104; 203-15.

WOOFTER. Teaching in Rural Schools, 25-30; 105-32.

STRAYER AND NORSWORTHT. How to Teach, 22-4.

EAGLET AND KEITH. An Introduction to Teaching, 819-322; 322-326; 326-334.

STARK. Every Teacher's Problems, 13-16; 20; 30-38; 41-54; 57-74; 186-209; 217-220.

GRANT. Acquiring Skill In Teaching, 4-14; 89-93; 93-95; 95-99; 99-103; 118-119.

STRAYEB AND ENGLEHARDT. The Classroom Teacher, 95-107.

PARKER. Methods of Teaching in High Schools, 25-49.

SEARS. Classroom Organization and Control, 59-74; 75-86; 115-121; 228-243.

SMITH. Constructive School Discipline, 55-86; 87-109; 139-176; 177-195.

BARNES. Rural School Management, 35-37; 53-60.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Make a list of personal habits that further the teacher's work.
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A list of personal habits that hinder her work.

2. Which is preferable, a teacher whose physical fitness is 85% but who
conserves her strength, or a teacher whose physical fitness is 100%
but who dissipates her strength?

3. The purpose of routine in school is to save time and energy in taking
care of frequently recurring details. Make a list of school habits
that save time and energy.

Make a list of school habits that waste time and energy.

4. It is natural for children to desire the approval of the school. Describe

ways in which the teacher can control individual pupils through the

group.

5. It is said that the teacher can stop misconduct in three ways: (1) by
punishment; (2) by disuse; (3) by substitution. Give an illus-

tration of each method.

6. Why is it necessary to understand the child before punishment is

administered?

7. Make a list of the rights of children that a fair-minded teacher is

bound to respect.



3.

THE TEACHER AND DISCIPLINE

Answer the Student's Problems

1.

What I Like Best in Project in



PROJECT IV. MOTIVATING AND ASSIGNING WORK

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problems

1. How should the teacher assign lessons?

2. How may the teacher motivate the work of pupils?

Observation Work

After having observed a teacher assign lessons, the observer

is to answer the following questions:

1. Were the lessons assigned by pages, by paragraphs, by topics, by
saying "Take the next lesson," or "To-morrow you may find out all

about irrigation," or were they assigned in the form of problems
or projects?

2. If lessons were assigned in the form of problems, what part did the

pupils take in discovering and in stating the problems?

Ill t'j9ii7<! ni 18*8 *& J I JarfW

3. Give evidence to show that the assignments did or did not arouse the
interest of the pupils and give them a strong incentive to study the
lesson.

4. At the time of the assignment what explanations, directions, or sug-

gestions did the pupils receive for the study of the lesson?

5. When was the assignment made?

How much time was given to it?

What per cent of the entire recitation period did it occupy?

6. What was the strongest motive to which the teacher appealed?

10
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REFERENCES

BENNETT. School Efficiency, 217-18; 250-67.
WILSOX AND WILSON. Motivation of School Work, 15-27; 28-42; 241; Chaps, v to xi.

FREELAND. Modern Elementary School Practice, 16-18; 46; 244; 354-59; 75-96.
EARHART. Types of Teaching, 80-92.

THORN-DIKE. The Psychology of Arithmetic, 195-208.
MILLER. Directing Study, 6-25; 113-143; 147-152; 155-159; 159-160; 164-172; 186-191.
GRANT. Acquiring Skill in Teaching, 136-148.

DAVIS. The Technique of Teaching, 21-22; 238-239.
BAGLEY AND KEITH. An Introduction to Teaching, 203-204; 236-240.

THOMAS. Training for Effective Study, 25-30; 52-54; 38-43; 70-77; 136-142.
BARNES. Rural School Management, 132-134.

Exercises for Class Discussion

. The following are the characteristics of a good problem :

(1) It stimulates purposeful activity.

(2) It presents a reasonable difficulty to the ones it challenges.

(3) It is stated in terms of the experiences of those for whom it is

intended.

(4) Its wording is free from language difficulty.

(5) It is a single sentence broad enough to tie together the principal
facts of the lesson.

(6) It contains a trace of the unusual and the surprising to shock
the class into attention.

Write a problem that meets the above requirements on the subject
of "Irrigation" for a sixth-grade geography class.

2. The lesson should be assigned so that the children have a will to study
it. The driving power may be in the nature of the subject matter.
If so, the teacher should use it. If not, she must supply outside
incentives. Directions or suggestions for the study of the lesson at

the time of the assignment should be given. If references are given,

specify the pages. The results expected should be stated definitely.
Features too difficult should be explained. Questions that will help
the pupils to test their preparation should be assigned. Write out
an assignment that meets the above requirements on the subject of

the Monroe Doctrine for an eighth-grade history class.

3. What is a problem assignment?

What is the advantage of the problem assignment over any other

assignment?
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4. What is the ideal assignment expected to do towards motivating
the work?

5. In what way may the recitation help to motivate the study activity?

6. Making the work satisfying to children and proving that they are

making progress is said to be an excellent means of motivating their

work. Why does it motivate their work?

Answer the Student's Problems

1.

What I Like Best in Project IV



PROJECT V. SUPERVISING STUDY

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problems

1. What can the teacher do in the way of supervising study without

supervised study periods?
2. What should the teacher do when she supervises study during super-

vised study periods?

Observation Work

The following are some of the things the teacher should do
in the. general supervision of study for which she needs no

supervised study periods : M^ HTJLu^o^
1. Regulate/ the physical conditions of her room as to temperature,

ventilation, light, seating, decorations, and equipment, so that they
favor the study activity.

2. See to it that in their study activity the children do not violate funda-
mental principles x>f learning, of thinking, and of habit formation,
as set forth by Kitson, Whipple, and Dearborn, in the references

given in this exercise.

3. See to it that the assignments are definite, including instructions and
directions for study.

4. See to it that the study work is sufficiently motivated so that the
children work willingly and whole-heartedly.

5. Hold the class that studies within her field of vision so that she may
keep all the pupils at their study tasks.

6. Detect pupils who need help and give them the needed help at times
when the recitation does not need her undivided attention.

7. Give the pupils an opportunity to ask questions concerning difficult

points in their lesson during odd moments when no recitation is in

progress.

It is practical in any graded school or in any rural school

to use a recitation period for a study period as often as the
teacher feels the need for it. When the time comes for such
a change, the teacher should assign the lesson as is her usual

custom and then say, "You may study the lesson this period.
To-morrow we will recite both lessons." This gives her an

opportunity for specific supervision of study. In supervising

study she should proceed as follows:

1. The first round. Inspect the work of each pupil to make sure that

he has the right idea of the problem, that he uses the method and
the study devices suggested in the assignment, that the results

already expressed are correct, that he at least makes a beginning
in the right way, and to detect the pupils who are likely to need

help later on.

2. The second round. Visit only those pupils whom she detected as

soon being in need of help. Encourage them to proceed, giving
them only the help they need to get them started. Use incentives

to suit individual pupils.

13
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3. The third round. Visit only the strongest third of the class. By this

time over half of the period is gone and the fast workers are through
with the common assignment and need extra work to keep them
busy.

4. The fourth rotind. Visit the average and lowest third of the class

again. Encourage them to complete the work and guide them to

correct conclusions.

After having observed a demonstration lesson illustrating
the general supervision of study without special supervised
study periods, the observer is to answer the following ques-
tions :

1. At what temperature were the pupils required to study?
How was the room ventilated?

Prove that there was sufficient light by finding the ratio of unshaded
window space to floor space and comparing it with the standard ratio.

Were all pupils comfortably seated?

2. What physical defects, if any, did you notice in children, which might
interfere with their study?

3. What per cent of the class was studying with concentrated attention?

4. What signs did you observe to indicate that the study activity or
the result of it was or was not satisfying to the children?

5. What directions, if any, did the children receive as to methods of

study?

6. Prove that the lesson was or was not assigned properly. (See Ob-
servation Exercise IV.)
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7. What little devices did the teacher use in keeping the pupils at their

study work while she was conducting a recitation?

8. When did the teacher give the pupils an opportunity to ask questions
concerning difficult points in their lesson?

9. How did the teacher detect the pupils who needed help and how did
she manage to help them while she was conducting a recitation?

After having observed a demonstration lesson illustrating
what the teacher should do when she supervises study during

supervised study periods, the observer is to answer the following

questions :

1. Describe in detail what the teacher did when she actually supervised
the study of her class during a supervised study period.

2. How did the teacher dispose of common points of confusion, if there

were such?

3. Did the teacher do the work for the pupils or did she inspire them
to do their own work? Proof:

REFERENCES

BENNETT. School Efficiency, 5-8; 186-7; 197-8;

HALL-QUEST. Supervised Study, 1-15; 16-30; 31-61; Chapters on supervised study.
DRESSLAR. School Hygiene, 286-8.
PHILLIPS. Fundamentals in Elementary Education, 152-8.

KITSON. How to Use Your Mind, chapters on study.
WHIPPLE. How to Study Effectively, 7-42.

DEARBORN. How to Learn Easily, 1-43.

EARHART. Teaching Children to Study, 192-219.

HINES. Junior High School Curriculum, 18-22.

STRATER AND ENOELHARDT. The Classroom Teacher, 112-122.
MILLER. Directing Study, 59-89; 214-222.
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BARNES. Rural School Management, 125-135.
HOSIC-CHASE. Brief Guide to the Project Method, 76-79.

GRANT. Acquiring Skill in Teaching, 131-136.
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Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Name the principal duty the teacher should discharge in the general

supervision of study with reference to each of the physical factors

named in section 1, page 22. (See Observation Exercises I and II.)

2. What fundamental principles control the learning activity according
to Kitson, Whipple, and Dearborn?

3. State the three most important things which the teacher should do
in the general supervision of study.

4. How may the teacher motivate the work so that the children study
willingly and whole-heartedly? (See Observation Exercise IV.)

5. Why should the teacher visit every pupil in the first round in the
specific supervision of study?

Why visit only the lowest third of the class in the second round?

Why give the strongest third of the class extra but more difficult
work instead of letting them do something else of their own choosing?
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Why is the completing of the study task the hardest part?

6. Why in the supervision of study should most of the time be devoted
to the lowest third of the class?

Answer the Student's Problems

1.

What I Like Best in Project V



PROJECT VI. THE TEACHER'S PART IN THE RECITATION

Grade Demonstrator

The Student's Problems

1. What part is the teacher to take in the recitation?

2. What constitutes a good question?

Observation Work

To get data for the solutions of the above problems, the

observer is to visit a recitation and then answer the following

questions :

1. Write an outline of the teacher's lesson plan to attain her aim as it

was revealed to you through the recitation.

2. To what extent did the teacher use the textbook or her lesson plan
during the recitation?

3. In conducting the recitation did the teacher use the question-and-
answer method, the topical method, or the lecture method?

4. What part of the recitation period did the teacher consume in talking?

5. To what extent did the teacher herself correct mistakes made by
pupils, decide what was important, what to remember, the order
in which the subject matter was discussed, summarize the points
of the lesson, and finally determine the solution to the problem,
if one was assigned?

18
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6. If the recitation visited was a "socialized recitation," tell definitely
the part the teacher took throughout the class exercise.

7. How many questions did the teacher ask during the recitation?

What per cent of these questions could be answered by "yes" or

"no"?
What per cent suggested the answer the teacher wanted?
What per cent were memory questions?
What per cent caused pupils to think?

What per cent were large topical questions requiring pupils to select

the important facts in topics and to organize them as answers?

8. Did the teacher's questions stimulate the pupils to ask questions?

9. Record two of the best questions the teacher asked.

10. Give the greatest number of questions the teacher asked any one

pupil. The least number. In what
order did she question the pupils?

REFERENCES

BENNETT. School Efficiency, 167-9; 171-5; 258-60.
WHITNEY. Socialized Recitation.

FREELAND. Modern Elementary School Practice, 15; 313-17; 347-54; 389-401.

PHILLIPS. Fundamentals in Elementary Education, 91-2; 133-49; 151-70; 93-4.

WOOFTER. Teaching in Rural Schools, 86-104.
EARHART. Types of Teaching.
ROBBINS. The Socialized Recitation.

HOSIC-CHASE. Brief Guide to the Project Method, 26-32; 34-40; 42-48.

MILLER. Directing Study, 25-36; 152-159; 189-191; 210-211; Chap. II.

STARK. Every Teacher's Problem, 134-155.
GRANT. Acquiring Skill in Teaching, 143-150; 160-164.
DAVIS. The Technique of Teaching, 8-10.

MCALL. How to Measure in Education, 3-18.

SEARS. Classroom Organization and Control, 188-205.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. In an ideal recitation involving project work the teacher's part is:

(1) To present a problem to the pupils in which they are interested.

(2) To keep the class activity moving toward the solution of the

problem.
(3) To stimulate the children to make suggestions as to what to do

and how to do it.

(4) To get the children to evaluate each other's suggestions and to

determine the order in which the valuable suggestions and
facts are to be arranged.

(5) To get the pupils to select the correct solution and word it as

a final answer to the problem. Score the recitation you vis-
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ited on each of the above points, allowing 20% as a perfect
score for each, and determine the final average.

1. The teacher's questions in an ideal recitation should accomplish the

following things :

(1) The first question should get the pupils to define the problem
clearly and definitely.

(2) The second group of questions should cause the children to

state the first thing to be done, or the first topic to be dis-

cussed, in the solution of the problem.

(3) Other groups of questions should cause pupils to introduce
other necessary steps or topics in proper order.

(4) Another group of questions should get the children to evaluate
each other's suggestions until the correct solution is dis-

covered.

(5) The teacher's questions should get each pupil into the work.
Score the recitation you visited on each of the above points,

allowing 20% as a perfect score for each, and determine the
final average.

3. Name two things the teacher should accomplish by means of the
recitation.

4. Why should the teacher do less talking than the class?

5. What part does the teacher play in a "socialized recitation"?

6. Name the characteristics of a good question.

Answer the Student's Problems

1.

2.

What I Like Best in Project VI



PROJECT VH. TESTING ABILITY IN THE GRADES

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

What should classes in various grades be able to do according to

standardized tests?

EXERCISES

1. The observer is to select a silent reading test from the following
list:

Haggerty-Noonan Achievement Examination in Reading (Sigma 1).

For grades 1 to 3. World Book Company, Yonkers, New York.

Gray's Oral Reading Test. W. S. Gray, University of Chicago,
Chicago, 111.

Fordyce's Silent Reading Scale. University Pub. Co., Lincoln, Nebr.
Monroe's Silent Reading Tests. W. S. Monroe, University of Illinois,

Urbana, 111.

Kansas Silent Reading Test. Kansas State Normal School, Emporia,
Kansas.

Courtis' Reading Test. S. A. Courtis, Detroit, Mich.
Thorndike's Visual Vocabulary Scale. Teachers College, Columbia

University, New York.
In terms of the test selected what should be the average score of a

class in the fourth grade? In the fifth grade?
In the sixth grade?

2. The observer is to select an arithmetic test from the following list:

Courtis' Standard Research Tests (Series B). S. A. Courtis, Detroit,

Michigan.
Woody's Arithmetic Test (Series A). Teachers College, Columbia

University, New York.
Monroe's Standardized Reasoning Test. W. S. Monroe, University

of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Monroe's Diagnostic Tests. W. S. Monroe, University of Illinois,

Urbana, 111.

Starch's Arithmetical Scale A. Daniel Starch, Madison, Wis.
Stone's Reasoning Test. Teachers College, Columbia University,
New York.

In terms of the test selected what should a class in the sixth grade be
able to do? In the fifth grade? In the eighth grade?

S. Select one of the following history scales:

Hahn's History Scales. H. H. Hahn, Nebraska State Teachers'

College, Wayne, Nebr.
Harlan's Test of Information in American History. Charles L.

Harlan, College of Education, University of Minnesota, Min-

neapolis, Minn.

Buckingham's Test. State Department of Public Instruction, Madi-
son, Wis.

In terms of the test selected what should a class in the seventh grade
be able to do? In the eighth grade?

4. Select one of the following writing scales:

Ayres' Writing Scale ("Gettysburg Edition"). Russell Sage Founda-
tion, 130 East 22d Street, New York.
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Freeman's Handwriting Scale. Houghton Mifflin Company, New
York.

Thorndike's Writing Scale. Teachers College, Columbia University,
New York.

Palmer Standards. The A. N. Palmer Co., Palmer Bldg., Cedar

Rapids, Iowa.
In terms of the scale selected what should a fifth grade be able to do?
A class in the sixth grade? In the eighth grade?

5. Select one of the following geography tests:

The Hahn-Lackey Geography Scale (Grades 4 to 8). Hahn-Lackey,
Nebraska State Teachers' College, Wayne, Nebr.

Buckingham's Geography Test. B. R. Buckingham, Madison, Wis.
Starch's Geography Tests (Series A). Daniel Starch, Madison, Wis.
Courtis' Tests for States and Cities of the U. S. S. A. Courtis, Detroit,
Mich.

In terms of the test selected what should a fourth-grade class be able

to do? A fifth-grade class? A seventh-grade class?

6. Select one of the following spelling tests:

Ayres' Spelling Scale. Russell Sage Foundation, 130 East 22d Street,

New York.
Monroe's Timed-Sentence Spelling Test. W. S. Monroe, University
of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Iowa Dictation Exercise and Spelling Tests. E. J. Ashbaugh, Iowa

City, Iowa.
Starch's Spelling Test. Daniel Starch, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis.

In terms of the test selected what should a sixth-grade class be able to

do? A class in the fourth grade? In the eighth grade?
7. Select one of the following composition scales:

The Willing Composition Scale. Bureau of Education Research,

University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Starch's Punctuation Scale. Daniel Starch, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis.

Charter's Diagnostic Test in Language and Grammar. Bureau of

Educational Research, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Hillegas' Composition Scale (Nassau Edition). Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York.

Harvard-Newton Composition Scale. Harvard University Press,

Cambridge, Mass.

Haggerty's Grammar Test. Bureau of Cooperative Research, Univer-

sity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
In terms of the test selected what should a fourth-grade class be able

to do? A class in the sixth grade? In the eighth grade?
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PROJECT Vm. COMPARING CLASS AVERAGES WITH
STANDARDS

Grade Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How should a class be tested to determine whether its average is

below, equal to, or above the standards of various tests?

Observation Work

1. Having learned to use standardized tests to find out
what classes in various grades should be able to do, the observ-
er is to learn how standardized tests are used to test classes in

order to determine whether they are below, equal to, or above
the standards of the various tests. Under the direction of his

instructor, he is to observe the teachers giving the tests selected

in the different subjects, score the answers, and find the class

average according to the directions that come with the test.

If the observers differ in their class scores, let each find the

average of the observers' scores for the final class score.

2. The following arrangement of class scores and standards
will enable the observer to tell at a glance whether the class

tested is below, equal to, or above standard in any one or all

of the subjects:

Silent reading Class standard Final class score

Arithmetic Class standard Final class score ....:...

History Class standard Final class score

Writing Class standard Final class score

Geography Class standard Final class score

Spelling Class standard Final class score

Composition Class standard Final class score

Save all the answer papers for the two exercises that follow.

3. Before taking the next observation exercise be sure to

know (1) how to obtain from standardized tests standards

showing what classes in different grades should be able to do,
and (2) how to test classes to determine whether or not they
have reached the standards set for them. Consult Monroe's

"Measuring the Results of Teaching" for helpful suggestions.
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Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project VIH
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PROJECT IX. USING TESTS FOR DIAGNOSIS

Grade Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How may the teacher use standardized tests for diagnostic purposes?

Exercises

The use of a standardized test for the purpose of determin-

ing the cause of a low score is called its diagnostic use.

1. Let the observer go back to the pupils' answer-papers in the silent

reading test given in connection with Observation Exercise VIII.

The answers were scored (1) as to comprehension and (2) as to rate.

Do the scores show weakness in comprehension? If so, study the

wrong answers to find out whether the lack of comprehension was
due to a lack of reading vocabulary, not knowing what the words
meant. If doubtful, have pupils use some of the words in written
sentences. Examine the wrong answers for a second cause. Chil-

dren might know the meaning of words, but not be able to relate

the words, phrases, and clauses so that the whole has meaning.
Look for a third cause. Can evidence be found that the wrong
answers are partly due to a habit of guessing or giving as an answer
the idea suggested by a word or phrase in the question and not by
the question as a whole? What, then, are the probable causes
of a lack of comprehension on the part of the class in question,
and what is the remedy for each weakness?

If the class is below standard in rate of silent reading, what causes
are in evidence?

Suggest remedies.

2. Go back to the arithmetic test and make a list of the kinds of examples
the children missed.
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Give the same pupils Monroe's Diagnostic Tests and list the examples
missed.

Prepare a set of practice examples to develop each ability in which
the class is weak.

3. Go back to the history test and make a list of the weaknesses the
class reveals.

Select three exercises from the Hahn History Scale, or from any other

test, to test memory ability, three to test thinking ability, three to

test time relations, three to test place relations, and three to test

cause-and-effect relations. Give this test of fifteen exercises to the

same class that took the first test. Score each group of three ex-

ercises separately and compare the average the class made on each

group with the scale standard. In what abilities is the class weak?

Suggest a remedy for each weakness. (See Observation Exercises in

History.)

4. Go back to the samples of writing that were scored. Is the slant

uniform? Is the spacing between letters uniform? Between
words? Are the beginning and ending strokes of words uniform
and correct? Are the heights of letters correct and uniform?
Are the forms of letters fairly correct? Do the children use

finger or muscular movement? Make a list of writing
abilities the class lacks.
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Select three exercises from the Hahn-Lackey Geography Scale, or
from any other test adapted to this work, to test memory ability
in geography, three to test the ability to reason, three to test con-
structive imagination, three to test ability to locate places, three

to test knowledge of home geography. Give this test of fifteen

exercises to a seventh-grade class. Find the class average on each

group separately and compare it with the scale standard. So far

as this test shows, in which of these geography abilities is the
class weak?

What is the remedy for each weakness?

6. Study the misspelled words in a spelling test. Are the misspelled
words long or short? Are they commonly
mispronounced? Are they spelled as they
sound? Does the misspelling indicate that the

children spell by syllables? Which part of the
word is most often misspelled? Are the words

misspelled in the same place by a number of children?

Suggest a remedy for each weakness.

7. Go back to the compositions that were scored in connection with
Exercise VIII. What very common errors occur in the use of

capitals?

What very common errors occur in the use of punctuation marks?

Make a list of the common errors children made in the use of nouns,

pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.
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How many errors are to be found in sentence structure?

List the errors in paragraph structure found in any one paragraph
of each composition.

8. Through the use of standardized tests the observer should now be
able to supervise his own teaching in three important respects.

(1) He knows what his classes should be able to do.

(2) He can find out for himself whether they have reached their goal.

(3) If they have not reached their goal, he can find out for himself

what specific abilities are lacking and what remedies to apply.
No supervisor can do more definite supervision than this.
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PROJECT X. STANDARD TESTS AND INDIVIDUAL
DIFFERENCES

Grade Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How do standardized tests assist the teacher in the study of individual
differences in achievement on the part of children in the same class?

Exercises

1. No observation work is necessary in this connection. The extra day
should be spent in doing these exercises. The data are to be

supplied by the tests given in connection with Observation Exercise
VII. In the following exercises the pupils are distributed along
the scales used in the different tests. The number of pupils having
a certain score is placed in the space just below that score in the scale.

If, in Monroe's Silent Reading Test, 3 pupils received a score of 22,
4 a score of 32, and 6 a score of 47, then 3 is placed in the space
below 22, 4 below 32, and 6 below 47. By comparing the position
of the weakest pupil on the scale with the position of the strongest,
the observer can see at a glance how far apart they are in achievement.

2. Individual differences in reading ability. (Arranged for Monroe's

Test.)

Scale intervals
for comprehension 2 7 12 17 22 27 32 37 42 47 52 57 62 67 72 77 82 87 92 97
Number of pupils
Scale intervals
for rate 5 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 105 115 125 135
Number of pupils

3. Individual differences in arithmetic ability. (Courtis' Test, Series B.)

Number of

ri-hts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Addition
No. pupils
Subtraction
No. pupils
Multiplication
No. pupils
Division
No. pupil*

4. Individual differences in history. (Arranged for Hahn History Scales.)

Scale intervals 1 2 4 6 8 12 16 23 27 34 42 50 58 66 73 79 84 88 92 94 96 98 99

No. pupils

5. Individual differences in geography. (Arranged for Hahn-Lackey
Scale.)

Scale intervals. . . 1 2 4 6 8 12 16 23 27 34 42 50 58 66 73 79 84 88 92 94 96 98 99 100

No. pupils

6. Individual differences in composition. (Arranged for the Willing

Scale.)

Errors per 100 words 0-2.9 3-5.96-8.99-11.9 12-14.9 15-179 18-20.9 21-23.9 24-26.9

::::::::::::: 26'" 36'" 46'" so" "GO" "76 "so" <

"

(2o'meanVl5 to' 24.9; 30 mean's 25 to 34.9; etc.)
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7. Individual differences in writing ability. (Arranged for Ayres' Scale.)

Quality of writing 10 20 SO 40 50 60 70 80 00

No.
pupils.

. .. if.\ . .. g *
'

Rate of writing
Wordj per minute 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 04 68 72 76 80

No. pupils

8. Individual differences in spelling ability. (Arranged for Ayres' Scale.)

Scale intervals 1 2 4 6 8 12 16 23 27 34 42 50 58 66 73 79 84 88 92 94 96 08 99 100

No. pupils
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Exercises for Class Discussion

1. What individual differences are found among pupils in reading as
shown by this test?

In this test what relation exists between comprehension and rate of

reading?

While the slowest reader reads through an assignment once, the fastest
reader could go over the assignment how many times?

2. Are the individual differences in arithmetic as large as those in

reading?

What relation exists between rate and accuracy in the four funda-
mental operations?
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3. So far as these tests show, do children differ as much in history as they
do in reading and in arithmetic? Which of the pupils have
time to do outside reading for the class in the way of special reports ?

4. How do individual differences among children in geography agree
with those in comprehension and rate of reading?

What extra work could be assigned to the strongest pupils so that both

they and the class would be benefited thereby?

5. Do children differ in composition ability as much as they do in other

subjects?

Why are the individual differences in a composition class easily
taken care of?

How could the weakest pupils in composition be kept from becoming
discouraged?

6. Wliy are the individual differences found in a writing class or even in

a spelling class not so serious as those in content subjects?

7. How does supervised study help to take care of individual differences

in achievement? (See Project V.)

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project X



GENERAL TOPIC: PUPIL ACTIVITIES

PROJECT XI. COMMON TRAITS AND TENDENCIES

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

What traits or tendencies are common to all children?

Observation Work

1. The observer is to carefully study children on the playground, on the

street, at home, at their study seats, and in recitations or in other
school activities. On the basis of these observations, underline in

the following list the traits or tendencies common to all children:

to study; to be physically active; to be obedient; to be curious; to

play; to be truthful; to imitate; to be mentally active; to read;
to repeat what is pleasant; to laugh; to save money; to be clean;
to stop what is unpleasant; to fight; to have high ideals; to swear;
to tease; to work; to be impulsive; to be industrious; to fear; to

be kind; to be sympathetic; to handle or manipulate things; to

show off; to be timid; to make things; to be bashful; to want
approval of others; to be alone; to collect things; to be helpful;
to be selfish; to be cruel; to be fair; to be open-minded; to in-

vestigate on one's own accord; to compete with others; to be
moral; to be stubborn; to get angry; to be untruthful.

2. Let the observer examine his list of like traits or tendencies and divide
it into two lists: Traits due to heredity Traits due to training.

3. Which of the traits listed in (1) above are common to children of
like ages, but not common to children of different ages?

4. Which of the traits listed are common to boys but not to girls?

5. Are children as much alike in mental and emotional traits as they are
in physical traits? Cite instances in support of your answer.
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6. Study children of the same family. In what respects are they more
or less alike than children of different families?

How can this fact be explained?
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Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Are the tendencies in which children are alike of equal strength in all

children? Does this fact make the work harder or easier

for teachers? Why?

2. Where children have the same tendency to act does the same situation

make them all act? Describe a specific situation

that makes all children curious.

3. When the same situation makes all children act, do they act in exactly
the same way?

Does this fact make the work of teachers harder or easier?

Why?

4. Why are some tendencies common to children of like ages, but not

common to children of different ages?
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Dp natural tendencies come and go suddenly?
Cite evidence to support your answer.

5. What difference does it make in the work of teaching whether natural
tendencies come and go suddenly or gradually?

6. In what ways does a knowledge of family traits help the teacher?

7. What advantages does it give the teacher to know what traits or
tendencies are common to children?

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best In Project XI



PROJECT XH. TESTING SATISFACTORY STUDY ACTIVITY

Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

What should a class be doing and what appearance should it present
when its study activity progresses satisfactorily?

Observation Work

Under the direction of the instructor, the student is to

observe an unsupervised class studying during an entire study
period and then answer the following questions:

1. Is there a regular study program arranged for the class, which specifies
the time when the study of each subject is to begin and when it is

to stop? If so, did every pupil study the subject listed on the

program for that period?
2. How many of the pupils began to study at once?
How many minutes did those waste who were not ready to begin
immediately?

3. About what part of the class studied continuously during the entire

period?
How many pupils studied intermittently?
How many stopped studying before the close of the period?
About how much time was wasted by studying intermittently and

by stopping before it was time to stop?
4. About how many minutes in all were spent in "leaving the room"?

5. What is the study quotient of the class? (To find the study quotient
divide the total number of minutes all spent in study by the total

number of minutes all might have studied.)
6. Were all of the children in the class expected to do the same amount

of work in the same time?
7. What evidence can you give that the study activity was or was not

strongly motivated?

8. What evidence did you discover in the general attitude of the children

to indicate whether or not the results achieved during the study
period were satisfying to the children?
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Under the direction of the instructor, the student is to

observe a supervised class studying during an entire study
period and then answer the following questions :

1. What is the study quotient of the supervised class?

Does supervised study pay from the standpoint of wasting less time?

2. How did the teacher manage to keep all of the children at work all

of the time?

3. What evidence did you see to show that the children did or did not

depend too much on the teacher who supervised their study?

4. How were the quick workers benefited by supervised study?

The average pupils?

The slow and less able pupils?

REFERENCES
STRATER AND NORSWORTHY. How to Teach, 220-32.
KITSON. How to Use Your Mind, 53-70; 71-101; 102-17; 118-37.
WHIPPLE. How to Study Effectively, 7-42.
DEARBORN. How to Learn Easily, 1-43.

LYMAN. The Mind at Work, 37-44.
DAVIS. The Technique of Teaching, 22-26; 239-242.
SEARS. Classroom Organization and Control, 173176; 176-185.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Write, for pupils in the upper grades, general directions for study.
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Write a study and recitation program for a rural school in which
there are classes in six grades.

3. How do pupils waste time during the study period?

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XH
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PROJECT Xm. THE PUPIL'S PART IN THE RECITATION

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

What is the pupil's part in an ideal recitation?

Observation Work

Under the direction of his instructor, the observer is to

visit a recitation that is not a "socialized recitation" and then

answer the following questions:

1. What was the problem for the class discussion?

2. How many children asked questions? Give the total number of

questions they asked. Were they good questions? (See Ob-
servation Exercise VI.)

Quote the two best questions and tell why you like them.

3. Did the children recite to the teacher or did they talk with one another
about the solution of the problem?

When one talked were the others inclined to listen to what he had
to say?

Did the pupils evaluate each other's answers or contributions?

4. Cite instances to show whether or not the children came to the reci-

tation with definite preparation.

5. Cite instances, if any, where the children taught each other.

6. What responsibility did the children assume in determining what tacts
were important and how those facts were to be organized to answer
the problem?
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What part did the children take in the wording of the solution to the

problem?

7. What problem did the children discover on their own initiative that

was important enough for further study and investigation?

8. What was the greatest number of questions any one pupil answered?
The smallest number? What per cent of the class did about

all of the work?

9. Find the talking quotient of the class. (To find the talking quotient,
divide the total number of minutes the pupils talked by the length
of the recitation period in minutes.) Similarly, find the

talking quotient of the teacher.

Under the direction of the instructor, the observer is to

visit a "socialized recitation" and then answer the following

questions:

1. State specifically how this recitation differed from the non-socialized

recitation on each of the first eight points discussed above.

2. Find the talking quotient of the class and compare it with the talking

quotient of the class in the non-socialized recitation.

Find the talking quotient of the teacher.

REFERENCES

BENNETT. School Efficiency, 167-9; 171-5; 258-60.

FREELAND. Modern Elementary School Practice, 15: 813-17; S47-.54; 389-401.

PHILLIPS. Fundamentals in Elementary Education, 91-2; 133-49; 151-70; 93-4.

WHITNEY. Socialized Recitation.

WOOFTER. Teaching in Rural Schools, 86-104.

EARHART. Types of Teaching, Chapter on Study.
ROB BINS. The Socialized Recitation.
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Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Which of the two types of recitations visited gives the pupil the better

chance to play a large part in the recitation?

Why?

2. Why should children be encouraged to ask questions in a recitation?

3. What effect has the part the pupil plays in the recitation on his prepa-
ration/or the recitation?

4. Why should children be given an opportunity in the recitation to

teach each other?

5. Why should children be encouraged to discover problems?

6. Why should the talking quotient of the class be greater than that of

the teacher?

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project



GENERAL TOPIC: THE TEACHING OF ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL SUBJECTS

THE TEACHING OF READING

PROJECT XIV. TEACHING BEGINNERS TO READ

Grade Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How should reading be taught to beginners?

Observation Work

Sooner or later all methods of teaching beginners to read
concern themselves with three types of work, which experi-
ments have demonstrated to be essential to an effective

method. (1) The interpretation of the printed page is made
the primary aim in teaching reading. (2) Special drill periods
are devoted to the recognition of words at sight. (3) To
develop independence in the recognition of words, special
drill periods are also devoted to phonetic analysis. The
observer is to visit a recitation in which each of the three

types of work is illustrated, and then answer the following

questions :

V

1. Give evidence to show that the children were or were not genuinely
interested in the selection they read.

2. Describe in detail the method the teacher used in getting the children

to read for thought.

Show that the method the teacher used did or did not divert the atten-

tion of the children from the content to the mechanical difficulties

of the lesson.
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4. What motive did the teacher develop in the children for reading the

lesson?

5. The special drill on sight words consisted of how many words?
How many of these were new words?
Describe in detail the method the teacher used in teaching a new word.

6. All effective drill work must have at least five characteristics:

(1) It must have for its aim a specific goal.

(2) It must be strongly motivated.

(3) The children must give the work their undivided attention.

(4) The work must be made satisfying to the children.

(5) The thing to be made a habit must be repeated the greatest
number of times possible during the drill period.

Score the drill lesson on sight-words equally on each of the above points
and find the average score on the basis of 100%.

7. How was the drill work motivated?

8. What devices did the teacher use in holding the undivided attention

of the children during the drill exercise?

9. What did the teacher do to make the work satisfying to the children?

10. How many times was each of the new words repeated? Each
of the old words in the list? In what length of time?

11. Score the drill on phonetic analysis equally on each of the points given
in (6) above and find the average score on the basis of 100%.

REFERENCES
BRTGGS AND COFFMAN. Reading in Public Schools, 36-50; 51-61; 70-8; 79-91.

WOOFTER. Teaching in Rural Schools, 137-40; 141-9.

WILSON AND WILSON. Motivation of School Work, 58-60; 63-7.

CHARTERS. Teaching the Common Branches, 118-22; 126-7.

SPAOLDING & BRYCE. The Aldine Manual for Teachers.
WARD. The Ward Manual for Teachers.
The Story Hour Manual for Teachers.
The Beacon Manual for Teachers.
TINLEY. First Steps in Reading.
The Searson AND Martin Manual for Teachers.
KLAPPER. Teaching Children to Read, 38-57; 58-80; 102-23; 206-36.
SHERMAN AND REED. Essentials of Teaching Reading, 77-97.

The Eighteenth Yearbook, Part II, 31-8; 43-5.

TAYLOR. Principles and Methods of Teaching Reading, 78-84; 109-64.
DYER AND BRADY. A Manual to Accompany the Merrill Readers.
The Elson-Runkel Method.
FREE AND TREADWELL. Primary Manual
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Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Describe in detail the method of teaching reading used in the first

grade of your school.

2. Describe another method of teaching reading to beginners.

3. What are the strongest points of each of the methods described above?

The weakest points of each?

Emphasis may be placed on the content of what is read in the primary
grades in two ways: (1) by means of selections which are of genuine
interest and significance to children and (2) by means of the methods
which are employed. Comparing the two methods described in

(1) and (2) and the two sets of readers that go with the methods,
which places the greater emphasis on content?

Why should special drill periods be devoted to the recognition of words
at sight?
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IXucribe two methods of drilling on sight words.

6. Nearly all teachers can teach eighty sight words in ten weeks, the

majority of primary teachers can teach them in eight weeks, and a
few can teach them in six weeks. Name the principal factors that

account for this difference in time.

7. Why should a beginner in reading know all the words in a sentence
before he begins to read it?

8. Why do children in the primary grades need training in phonics?

9. Copy all the phonograms that are commonly taught during the first

year. Learn to mark them properly in words, and be able to give
their sounds accurately.

10. Name the aim of first importance in the teaching of reading from the

very beginning and all through the elementary school.

Name three secondary aims.

11. Write a paragraph on the "hygiene of reading," covering size of book,
texture of paper, color of paper, length of lines, uniformity in length
of lines, distance between lines, size of type, space between letters,

space between words, distance the book is to be held away from the

eyes, and how the light is to fall on the page.
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Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best hi Project XIV



PROJECT XV. THE QUANTITATIVE READING
RECITATION

Grade Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How should a recitation that has for its aim quantitative reading be
conducted?

Observation Work

The purpose of quantitative reading in the lower grades is

twofold: (1) to give children the enjoyment of reading an

interesting selection without interruption; and (2) to give
them the much needed practice in the development of funda-

mental habits and associations on which fluent reading de-

pends. Under the direction of his instructor the observer

will be given an opportunity to observe a recitation whose
sole purpose is enjoyment and reading the largest quantity of

material possible in a fifteen-minute period, after which he
will answer the following questions :

1. Cite instances to show whether or not the children enjoyed using the

recitation period in reading a maximum z-ihuunt without interruption.

2. Estimate the time spent in actual reading. What per cent
was it of the recitation period?

3. When the reader came to words he could not pronounce, what did the
teacher do?

How much time was so spent?

4. Selections for quantitative reading should be easy and exceedingly
interesting. Make a list of materials suitable for quantitative
reading.

5. How much reading outside the recitation and study periods are the
children in this class doing?

What is the greatest number of books any one child has read since

September? What is the total number of books the whole
class has read? How many children are in the habit of read-

ing orally at home? Silently?
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6. In what ways does the teacher encourage extensive reading outside
of school?

REFERENCES
BONSER. The Elementary School Curriculum, 319-34.
WILSON AND WILSON. Motivation of School Work, 67-70.
CHARTERS. Teaching the Common Branches, 125-6.

Survey of the St. Louis Public Schools, Part 2, 181-3; 185.

Course of Study, Baltimore County Schools, 31-2; 33-8; 73-82.
KLAPPER. Teaching Children to Read, 154-8.
The Eighteenth Yearbook, Part II, 37; 41.

TAYLOR. Principles and Methods of Teaching Reading, 181-4.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. What is the purpose of quantitative reading in the lower grades?

2. In the teaching of oral reading in the lower grades, interesting selections

are divided into several lesson units and each is read again and again
in order to develop fluency in reading. Why is this practice on the

part of teachers unfair to children?

3. Why is much oral reading of simple interesting material necessary
below the fourth grade?

4. Why should habits of home reading be established in the case of

children in the lower grades?

5. For the purpose of making fluent readers, which is more effective, to

read a long selection through once, or to read a short selection again
and again?

Why?
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Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XV



PROJECT XVI. ACQUIRING A READING VOCABULARY

Grade Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How may a reading vocabulary be best acquired?

Observation Work

During the first two grades the reading material consists

mostly of words whose meaning the children already know.

Beginning with the third grade words not in the average
child's vocabulary are being introduced through the reading
lessons in ever-increasing numbers. Upon the mastery of the

meaning of these new words depends in part the ability to get
the thought accurately from the printed page. It will be

necessary therefore to begin the study of the meaning of words,
as such, in the third grade, to be continued throughout the

elementary school a type of work which merits much more
attention than it now receives. A thorough mastery of the

reading vocabulary in the intermediate and grammar grades
requires as much attention and drill as does the pronunciation
of words. In these grades children may learn the meaning of

new words in three ways: (1) from their context; (2) directly
from teachers; and (3) from the dictionary. In the third and
fourth grades, perhaps in the fifth also, only the first two of

the three methods are practical. Not later than the fifth

grade children should learn the use of the dictionary as a
third method by means of which they may acquire a reading
vocabulary.

By the arrangement of his instructor, the observer will be

given an opportunity to visit recitations whose purpose is to

illustrate each of the three ways of teaching the meaning of

new words and also methods of drilling on the meaning, after

which he will write answers to the following questions :

1. Name the words whose meanings were developed through their

context .

Through the explanation of the teacher.

Through the use of the dictionary.
In each case was the method well adapted to the word?

2. How did the teacher test the children to find out whether they knew
the meaning of the new words?
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3. Through which method did the children acquire the most accurate

meaning?

4. Calculate the time it takes the class to find two new words in the

dictionary. How much longer does it take the class to find

the correct definition of each word?
The correct pronunciation?

5. What devices were used in drilling the class on the meaning of words

previously introduced?

Did the exercise meet all the requirements of an ideal drill lesson?

(See Project XIV, page 58.)

REFERENCES
BOLENTTJS. Teachers' Manual of Silent and Oral Reading, XXXIX-XL; XLTI.

Survey of St. Louis Public Schools, Part 2, 178-82.
KLAPPER. Teaching Children to Read, 130-1.

MONROE. Measuring the Results of Teaching, 63; 76-9.

SHERIDAN. Speaking and Writing English, 127-8; 140-2.

CHARTERS. Teaching the Common Branches, 65-6.

DRIGGS. Our Living Language, 231-59.

SHERMAN AND REED. Essentials of Teaching Reading, 80; 140-9. r f

The Eighteenth Yearbook, Part II, 38.

JUDD. Reading: Its Nature and Development. (Supplementary Educational Mono-
graphs, Vol. II, No. 4.)

TAYLOR. Principles and Methods of Teaching Reading, 66-8; 77-8; 84; 136-8.
BRIGGS AND COFFMAN. Reading in Public Schools, 173-85.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Why is it necessary to give considerable attention to the reading
vocabulary above the second grade?

2. Name three ways in which children may learn the meaning of new
words.

3. When can the meaning of a word be best learned through its context?

When should the teacher tell the children the meaning of a word?

Describe the type of words whose meanings the children should get
through the use of the dictionary.
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4. Why is much of the time which children spend in using the dictionary
wasted?

On what particular points in the use of the dictionary should children

receive instruction?

5. List all the information an unabridged dictionary contains concerning
the word "satisfaction."

6. Make a set of twelve flash-cards containing difficult words as to mean-

ing on one side and excellent definitions of them on the other, the

words to be selected from a reader for the sixth grade. Describe
different ways in which the cards can be used in the development of

a reading vocabulary.

7. Name three reasons why children should form the habit of studying
words.

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XVI



PROTECT XVH. MOTIVATING ORAL READING AND
LISTENING

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How should oral reading and listening be motivated?

Observation Work

There are two distinct parts to an oral reading recitation,

the reading and the listening. The individuals who are gladly

listening to another reading to learn what the printed page is

about are his audience. When pupils are assigned the same
lesson for study and then meet later in a so-called recitation

merely to practice oral reading, they do their oral reading
without a real audience. The reader knows that he.has noth-

ing to give that his classmates do not already possess. He
has no motive to read and they have no motive to listen.

Under the direction of his instructor, the observer will

be given an opportunity to observe a demonstration lesson

whose purpose is to illustrate a number of the following

ways in which both the oral reading and the listening may be
motivated :

1. Divide the class into groups of four or five pupils each and let each

group carefully prepare an interesting selection to be read to the

whole class.

2. Let each pupil bring to school a selection which he read at home and
which he is prepared to read to his class.

3. Divide the class into two groups and let each group dramatize a short
selection.

4. Each child reads a different book or story and then reads to the class

the most interesting incident in the book or story.
5. Let your class invite one-half of another class to be present at your

next reading period, you, in turn, accepting an invitation for half

of your class to be present at a reading period with them.
6. Have the class read a simple interesting selection at sight, each pupil

taking part in the reading.
7. During the study period have each pupil illustrate a definite portion

of the lesson, the illustration to be placed before the class in the
recitation and the part of the lesson illustrated to be read by the

pupil.
8. Have one pupil read and the others listen for information needed in

the solution of a problem.
9. Have each pupil, in turn, ask a question and then read the paragraph

in which it is answered and request the class to find the answer.
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After the observation, the observer will then answer the

following questions based on the demonstration lesson he has
observed :

1. What methods of motivating oral reading and listening were illus-

trated in the demonstration lesson?

2. In each of the methods illustrated, prove that the oral reading and
the listening were really motivated, specifying the audience that
was doing the listening. .

3. Which method illustrated secured the best oral reading?

Which secured the best listening?

4. What evidence can you give that the children were or were not pre-

pared for oral reading?

Were or were not prepared for listening?

REFERENCES
WIIJSON AND WILSON. Motivation of School Work, 67-70; 128-30.
BOLENIUS. Teachers' Manual of Silent and Oral Reading, xxviii-xxxvn.

Survey of St. Louis Public Schools, Part 2, 146-8; 150; 185.

Course of Studv, Baltimore County Schools, 3; 22-3.
KLAPPER. Teaching Children to Read, 7-16; 23-26; 139-54.
MONROE. Measuring the Results of Teaching, 86-8.
WOOFTER. Teaching in Rural Schools, 154-8.
SHERMAN AND REED. Essentials of Teaching Reading, 126--7.

The Eighteenth Yearbook, Part II, 37-8.
BONSER. The Elementary School Curriculum, 302-3; 304-7; 307-8.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. When one reads orally outside of school, what is one's motive?

When a pupil reads orally in school, what is his motive?

Why this difference?
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2. Assignment of a reading lesson: "Take the next lesson. Read it

silently three times. Be sure you are able to pronounce every word
and understand the meaning of the lesson." Reading recitation:

The pupils are called on in turn to read portions of the lesson. The
teacher asks them questions on portions of the lesson and they
answer the questions. If there is time the lesson is read a second
time. What is your objection to the above assignment and
recitation?

3. Explain the meaning *of the term audience in the following sentence :

"The oral reader should feel that he is reading to an audience."

4. What other methods than those you saw illustrated can be used to

motivate oral reading and listening?

5. In what ways may too much oral reading be a hindrance to the de-

velopment of silent reading ability?

6. Teachers in schools in Grand Rapids, St. Louis, and other cities, have
discontinued daily oral reading recitations above the third grade.
Frequent opportunities for oral reading are provided, however, in

the various school subjects, in morning exercises, and in special

periods set aside for the purpose. What arguments can be given
against or in support of the above practice?

7. Which half of an oral reading recitation is usually neglected?

Why is this hah* as important as the half that consists of the oral

reading?
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Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best hi Project XVTT



PROJECT XVm. DEVELOPING SILENT READING
ABILITIES, I

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

What silent reading abilities should be developed in the lower grades
and by what methods?

Observation Work

Teachers should make a sharp distinction between oral and
silent reading and plan lessons accordingly. In grades below
the sixth speed and accuracy of interpretation are to be em-

phasized. Unless children form habits of rapid and careful

silent reading before they enter the upper grades, they are

not likely to acquire these abilities at all. The ability to read

silently and give a coherent reproduction of what was read

and the ability to read silently for information or data to an-

swer specific questions or solve problems should also be devel-

oped below the sixth grade.
A demonstration lesson will be given whose purpose is to

illustrate some of the following methods that are effective in

developing the four abilities named above:

1. Have pupils read a page or two to discover hard words hard as to

meaning as well as to form.
2. Read a phrase or clause in a paragraph or on a page and let the pupil

who finds it first read the whole sentence.

3. Expose for a moment only groups of words or short sentences on
flash-cards or on blackboard and see which of the pupils can

recognize them at a glance.
4. Ask a question that is answered on a certain page and let the pupil

who finds the answer first give it.

5. Conduct a speed drill to see how much each pupil can read in five

minutes and reproduce.
6. Time pupils reading a familiar selection without the least lip movement.
7. Have pupils tell one another what they read at home that was

interesting in order to encourage much outside reading.
8. Test pupils once a week as to rate of reading by one of the stand-

ardized silent reading tests and have each pupil keep his record in

graph form.
9. Form a Reading Club, giving each member a library card on which

is recorded every book read.
10. Have pupils give accurate reports on special topics assigned them

for study.
11. Have pupils dramatize a short selection which they read silently for

that purpose.
12. During the study period have pupils read the description of a game

to be played in the recitation.
13. Have each pupil read an interesting story or incident with the

knowledge that he is to tell it to the class in the recitation.
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14. Write on the blackboard complete directions for making an article

and then have pupils make the article without further assistance.

15. Each pupil is to give a coherent reproduction of an interesting story
read during the study period.

16. Have pupils read a selection in class to find answers to questions given
them at the time.

17. Have pupils read a selection during their study period to find answers
to given questions and use the recitation to test the correctness of

the answers.

18. Have pupils take a standardized silent reading test according to

directions.

The observer will answer the following questions based on
the demonstration lesson he has observed:

1. With the development of what silent reading abilities is this observa-
tion exercise concerned?

2. What methods were illustrated as being effective in increasing the
rate of silent reading?

3. What methods were illustrated as being effective in the development
of the ability of interpreting the printed page accurately?

4. What methods were illustrated as effective in developing the ability
of giving a coherent reproduction of what was read silently?

5. What methods were illustrated as being effective in developing the

ability of reading silently to find answers to specific questions or to

find data to solve problems?

6. What specific ability or abilities is each of the exercises listed above
and corresponding to the following numbers supposed to develop?
(7) (8)

() (10)

(12) (13)

(18)
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REFERENCES

WOOFTER. Teaching in Rural Schools, 151-2.

BOLENIUS. Teachers Manual of Silent and Oral Reading, XVI-XVH; xx-xxi; XUII-XLVII.

Survey of the St. Louis Public Schools, Part 2, 172-4; 174-7.

CHARTERS. Teaching the Common Branches, 127-8.

KIAPPER. Teaching Children to Read, 18-23.

The Eighteenth Yearbook, Part II, 38-43.

The Sixteenth Yearbook, Part I, The Relation of silent reading to economy in education

(Gray).
KALLOM. Reproduction as a Measure of Reading Ability. Journal of Educational Re-

search, May, 1920. (Public Sch. Pub. Co., Bloomington, Illinois).

The Twentieth Yearbook on Silent Reading.
Studies in Reading, Manual, Chapter xvn.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. How many silent reading lessons per week should be given in each of

the grades below the sixth?

2. What are the two most important abilities to be developed below the
sixth grade?

Why is it so essential to develop them below the sixth grade?

3. Describe types of lessons that will develop each of the two silent

reading abilities you named in (2).

4. Name two other abilities in silent reading whose development should
be well started below the sixth grade.

Describe types of lessons that will develop each ability.
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5. In both oral and silent reading, to read with the proper degree of

speed requires the ability to group words into phrases at sight.
How may this ability be developed?

6. What habits are children likely to develop that are detrimental to

silent reading with reference to lip movement, pointing with fingers,

eye movements, holding of book, attention, speed?

7. How could a teacher determine whether or not her class reads as

rapidly and as accurately as the average class in the same grade?
(See Observation Exercise VII.)

8. If each pupil's silent reading abilities were tested every month and
he were taught to graph results to show progress, what effect might
it have on his future progress?

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XVH1



PROJECT XIX. DEVELOPING SILENT READING
ABILITIES, H

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

What silent reading abilities should be developed in the grammar
grades and by what methods?

Observation Work

In the upper grammar grades pupils should be trained to

utilize silent reading ability in the following ways:

1. To read silently for the purpose of determining the central thought
of a paragraph or stanza.

2. To read silently for the purpose of asking the principal question which
the paragraph or stanza answers.

3. To read silently for the purpose of selecting the most important
thoughts in a selection and arranging them in the order of their

importance.
4. To read silently for the purpose of selecting the important thoughts

in a selection and arranging them in the form of an outline showing
which are of equal rank and which are subordinate in rank:

5. To read silently for the purpose of giving a summary of what was read.

6. To read silently for the purpose of determining the validity of a state-

ment or argument.

As arranged by his instructor, the observer will visit a
recitation whose purpose is to illustrate some of the following
methods that are effective in developing the six abilities

listed above:

1. Have pupils write the central thought of each of several paragraphs
or stanzas during the study period. If when they come together
in the recitation the pupils disagree, have them read the paragraph
or stanza in question once more to see who is right.

2. As a study exercise have pupils list the most important question each
of several paragraphs or stanzas answers. If they disagree in the

recitation, let a pupil read the paragraph or stanza to the class to

prove his point.
3. Have pupils write as a study exercise the important thoughts in a

selection of not more than six paragraphs. Compare the results

in class.

4. As a study exercise for the following day have each pupil arrange
the important thoughts in (3) in the form of an outline showing
which thoughts are of equal rank and which are subordinate in rank.
This is an important silent reading ability and should be well

developed.
5. Divide the class into small groups and as a study exercise assign each

group a selection containing interesting information to be read and
the

important points to be summarized, the summary to be read
when the class meets in recitation.
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6. Make several statements to the class that seem to contradict what is

ordinarily believed to be true. As a study exercise let the class

read to find out whether or not the statements are true.

7. Read a selection of several paragraphs to the class and have pupils

give the number of paragraphs in the selection.

8. Read a selection of the informational type to the class and have pupils
state the questions answered in the selection.

After the observation let the student answer the following

questions :

1. What ways of using the silent reading ability were illustrated in this

demonstration lesson?

2. What method was illustrated as effective in developing the ability of

determining the central thoughts of paragraphs?

What directions for discovering the central thoughts of paragraphs
did the pupils receive with reference to topic sentences, relational

words, and different types of modifying phrases?

3. What method was illustrated as being effective in developing the

ability of listing questions answered in the selection read?

4. What method was illustrated as being effective in developing the

ability of selecting the most important thoughts in a selection and

arranging them in the order of their importance?

5. What method was illustrated as being effective in developing any of

the other silent reading abilities?
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6. In which of the abilities tested is the class the strongest?

In which the weakest?

REFERENCES
Teachers' Manual of Silent and Oral Reading, xvm.

Survey of the St. Louis Public Schools, Part 2, 186.

Course of Study, Baltimore County Schools, 27.

KLAPPER. Teaching Children to Read, 137-9.

MONROE. Measuring the Results of Teaching, 51-86.

The Eighteenth Yearbook, Part II, 42.

THORNDIKE. Reading as Reasoning; a study of mistakes in paragraph reading. Journal
of Educational Psychology, VIII, June, 1917.

GRAY. Types of Reading Ability as Exhibited Through Tests and Laboratory Experi-
ments. Supplementary Educational Monographs, Vol. I, No. 5 (University of Chicago),
149-57; 157-60; 160-2; 164-7.

BRIGGS AND COFFMA.N. Reading in Public Schools, 62-9; 203-11.
BONSER. The Elementary School Curriculum, 319-23; 324-5; 328-9; 335-6.
The Twentieth Yearbook on Silent Reading.
Studies in Reading, Manual, Chapter XVH.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Name the silent reading abilities that should be developed in the

grammar grades or junior high school.

2. Describe types of lessons for developing each of the abilities named
above.

Why is the exercise of selecting the two most important thoughts in
a selection more difficult than the exercise of selecting all the im-

portant thoughts?

4. What is the difference between a topical outline arranged with main
points and sub-points and mere running notes on important
thoughts?
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Subject matter of the informational type is best for the development
of the abilities treated in this observation exercise. Study an

ordinary school reader for the grammar grades as to the variety of

subject matter it contains. What do you find as to the quantity
of subject matter of the informational type?

6. Make a list of supplementary materials of the informational type.

Why is the material published by manufacturing plants, explaining
the processes used in the making of their goods, excellent for de-

veloping the abilities listed in this exercise?

7. What is a topic sentence?

Where in a paragraph is it to be found?
What function in a paragraph does the last sentence perform?

Why are these two sentences particularly significant to the reader of

a paragraph?

Prepare a complete list of relational words such as but, while, also, etc.,

and learn the significance of each.

8 Write a paragraph on the motivation of silent reading in the upper
grades.
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Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XIX



THE TEACHING OF ARITHMETIC

PROJECT XX. DEVELOPING ARITHMETIC ABILITY

Grade -, Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

What is meant by arithmetic ability and how is it to be developed?

Observation Work

It is important for the teacher to know that any general

ability in arithmetic such as the ability to add whole numbers
or to multiply fractions or to place the decimal point involves
a number of lesser abilities. To attempt to develop two or

more of the lesser abilities at the same time is not only a waste
of time and energy but it may result in failure on the part of

pupils to acquire the general ability. Skillful instruction

therefore necessitates the analysis of the general ability into

its lesser abilities to be developed one at a time in the order
determined by the complexity of the several processes. For-

tunately this is easily accomplished in arithmetic because the
different types of examples and problems to be done can be so

arranged that only one new ability need be developed each
time a new type of example or problem is introduced. As an
illustration let us determine the different types of examples in

addition of whole numbers and arrange them so that their

mastery one by one will develop the lesser abilities one at a
time until the whole complex of adding ability is thus put
together.

TYPES OF EXAMPLES
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

5 5 5 15 5 76 58 236 2314
4 4 4 6 4 23 64 753 48666 329 23645

3 3 478 4876
7 691 9

8 485 754

New Ability Each Type of Example Requires

(a) Ability to give the forty-five addition combinations at sight.

(b) Ability (a) and the new ability of holding the sum of two numbers in

mind and adding a third number to it.

(c) Abilities (a) and (b) and the new ability of holding two partial sums
in mind successively and adding a number to each.

(d) Ability (a) and the new ability of "bridging the tens" or passing from
the teens to the twenties, from the twenties to the thirties, and so on.

(e) Abilities (a), (b), (c), and (d) and the new ability of "attention span"
or of changing mental sums in succession and holding the correct
one in mind through a number of additions.
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(f) Ability (a) and the new ability of adding two or more columns without

"carrying."

(g) Ability (f) and the new ability of "carrying."

(h) Abilities (e) and (g) and the new ability of adding examples of three or

more columns accurately and rapidly.

(i) Ability (h) and the new ability of adding numbers varying in length.
With the assistance of his instructor and demonstrator let the observer

arrange the different types of examples in subtraction and division of

whole numbers, from the simplest to the most complex, and state the

special ability required to do each type of example, as was done in the
addition illustration above.

SUBTRACTION

TYPES OF EXAMPLES

New Ability Each Type of Example Requires

DIVISION

TYPES OF EXAMPLES

New Ability Each Type of Example Requires
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The observer will now visit a recitation whose purpose is to

illustrate methods that are effective in developing some of the

lesser abilities he has listed in any one of the three fundamental

operations. For advanced work not more than two types of

examples new to the children can be taught in one lesson.

In the light of what he has observed, let him answer the fol-

lowing questions:

1. What specific abilities did the teacher develop in the demonstration
lesson?

What type of example and what method did she use to develop each

ability?

2. What specific abilities did the teacher review?

Wliat type of example and what method did she use in the review of

each ability?

REFERENCES
KLAPPER. Teaching of Arithmetic, 76-9.

MONROE. Measuring the Results of Teaching, 131-8.

HOTT AND PEET. Everyday Arithmetic. Advanced, 8; 11 ; 12; 37; 55; 71 ; 95; 123; 151 ; 252.

(Same idea is worked out in the Primary and Intermediate books, revised edition.)

The Eighteenth Yearbook, Part II, 21.

BEERS. Tests of Various Methodsof Drill in Commercial Arithmetic (University of Chicago)..
KALLOM. Analysis of and Testing in Common Fractions, Journal of Educational Re-

search, March, 1920 (Public School Publishing Co., Bloomington, Illinois).

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. ^Select three types of examples in any of the fundamental operations,
for the teaching of which no methods were demonstrated, and tell

how you would teach them to a class.
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2. Arrange the various types of examples commonly taught in addition

of fractions in sequence ranging from the simplest to the most com-

plex, and name the specific ability each type of example requires:

TYPES OF EXAMPLES

New Ability Each Type of Example Requires

3. Arrange the various types of examples commonly taught in division
of decimals in sequence ranging from the simplest to the most
complex, and name the specific ability each type of example requires.

TYPES OF EXAMPLES

New Ability Each Type of Example Requires
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4. State three reasons why the teacher should know the lesser abilities

that compose a general ability.

5. Explain the meaning of the following:

(1) The multiplicative method of division is superior to the tradi-

tional method.

(2) Drill upon the fundamental combinations for accuracy and

rapidity should be given by means of examples.

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XX



PROTECT XXI. PROGRESS IN DEVELOPING GENERAL
ABILITIES

Grade Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How may progress in the development of general abilities be determined?

Observation Work

The different types of examples in whole numbers, fractions,

and decimals are not equally difficult. The specific abilities

required to do these examples are therefore not uniform in

their ease and rate of development. There are thus many
chances of irregularities in the building of general abilities.

What makes the results of instruction still more doubtful is

the well known fact of large individual differences among
pupils belonging to the same class. These conditions make it

necessary, if the teaching is to be done economically, fre-

quently to test the progress made in the development of

specific and general abilities. In school practice the need for

such diagnostic testing is threefold: (1) to test the work
in its different stages while it is being done; (2) to test the
work when completed; and (3) to ascertain the cause of in-

dividual failures. The reviews usually given while a topic is

being studied and also upon its completion should be diag-
nostic. Just as much care needs to be exercised in selecting

types of examples for reviews, as for the development of gen-
eral abilities. (See Project VIII.)
With the assistance of his instructor and demonstrator let

the observer make three diagnostic tests; the first to test a
class that has only partly finished division of fractions to

determine whether the work is progressing satisfactorily; the
second to test a class that has completed multiplication of

fractions to see whether the work was well done ; and the third

to test a pupil who is failing in division of fractions or has
failed in multiplication of fractions to determine the kind of

work in which he needs more practice. Can the lists of types
of examples that were prepared in connection with Project
XX be used as diagnostic tests?

A demonstration lesson will be given whose purpose is to illus-

trate how the progress in the development of general abilities

may be determined. The demonstrator will use the observer's
lists of diagnostic tests, each for the purpose for which it was
prepared. Under the direction of his demonstrator let the
observer score the answers and record the following data:
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1. Which examples were not missed by any of the pupils?

2. Which were missed by all of the pupils?

3. Make a list of five examples of each type on which the class as a whole
needs more practice.

4. Make a list of five examples of each type on which the pupil tested

needs more practice.

5. Return to the same room to-morrow to observe how easily and how
quickly class and individual weaknesses can be corrected when
once the teacher has definite knowledge as to what is needed.

Record her methods of corrective instruction.

REFERENCES
KLAPPEH. The Teaching of Arithmetic. 106-8; 336-64.

MONROE. Measuring the Results of Teaching, 109-17; 118-24; 124-31; 138-46; 146-52.

Course of Study, Baltimore County Schools, 262; 304; 307; 291.

HOYT AND PEET. Everyday Arithmetic Primary, Intermediate, and Advanced (Re-

vised). References under "Diagnostic Tests" in Index.

The Eighteenth Yearbook, Part II.

MONROE. Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic.

Cleveland Survey Arithmetic Tests.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Name three uses of diagnostic tests.
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2. What should be the purpose of a review?

What must be its character to accomplish this purpose?

3. Why test at all during the formation of a complex ability?

4. What is the principal weakness of reviews as they are commonly given?

5. Make a diagnostic test for a final review in division of decimals.

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XXE



PROJECT XXII. A DRILL LESSON IN FUNDAMENTAL
OPERATIONS

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How should a drill lesson in the fundamental operations be conducted?

Observation Work

In the development of specific abilities in the fundamental

operations by far the most difficult problem of the teacher is

the drill lesson. The first presentation of a process is easy
enough, but the work to be done on the process afterwards to

make it automatic requires skill in teaching. Because of the

importance of the drill lesson in the teaching of arithmetic, let

us state once more its essential characteristics: (1) drill work
must be strongly motivated to be effective; (2) it must have
for its aim a specific activity; (3) repetitions must be made
with undivided attention; (4) the work must be made satis-

fying to the children in its results; and (5) the activity to be
established as a habit must be repeated the greatest number
of times possible during the drill period.
A demonstration lesson will be given whose purpose is to

illustrate how a drill lesson in the fundamental operations
should be conducted. Suppose the drill lesson to be observed
is on addition of whole numbers. To be effective it must
have for its aim a specific activity. Referring to the types of

examples in addition of whole numbers and the specific abili-

ties required to do them, as listed in Project XX, it will be
seen that the lesson might have for its aim one of nine specific
activities. We will assume that its aim is to develop greater
skill in doing examples of type (e). For the lesson to be of

high grade the activity must be strongly motivated. The
teacher may use any of the following means of motivation:

(1) real situation in which the addition of such examples is

necessary, thus motivating the work by "practical" problems;
(2) the teacher may say, "Yesterday I added fourteen of these

examples in five minutes. Would you like to find out how
many you can add in five minutes?"; (3) the teacher may
place on the board the number of examples each pupil added

correctly yesterday and ask the pupils whether they would
like to try to beat those records to-day; (4) each pupil may
be taught to keep a record of his score for five consecutive

days in graph form; (5) the class might practice for a final

contest with another class, the contest to be placed far enough
73
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into the future to get the needed practice. The teacher may
get attentive repetitions by the following means: (1) strong
motivation of the work; (2) rather short drill periods; (3)

vary procedure whenever the attention weakens. For the

work to be satisfying the children must be made conscious of

their progress. To-day's performance may be compared
with previous records and progress pointed out. Keeping a

daily record in graph form is perhaps the most effective way
of showing progress. The last characteristic of an ideal drill

lesson named above rests upon the law that other conditions

being equal learning is directly proportional to the number
of repetitions made. The teacher who gets twelve attentive

repetitions while another gets only four is three times more
efficient. The best method is the one that gets the most at-

tentive repetitions.
The student should observe carefully the demonstration

work in the light of the above discussion and then answer the

following questions:

1. What was the specific aim of the drill lesson?

2. How did the teacher motivate the work so that the children entered

upon the task whole-heartedly and purposefully?

3. Name the various devices the teacher used in holding the children to
the work with undivided attention throughout the drill period.

4. What means did the teacher use in making the work satisfying to the
children?

Show that the teacher was or was not quick to detect progress and
rejoice with the children because of it.

5. What means were used to secure both speed and accuracy?
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6. What did the teacher do to secure the greatest number of repetitions

possible during the time set apart for the exercise?

REFERENCES
KELLY. The Results of Three Types of Drill on the Fundamentals of Arithmetic. Journal

of Educational Research, November, 1920 (Pub. Sch. Pub. Co., Rloomington, 111.)

BONSER. The Elementary School Curriculum, 284-54; 235; 230-9; 253-4.

KLAPPER. Teaching of Arithmetic, 48; 49-51; 83-91; 91-7; 158-69; 170-82; 183-205;
204-9; 242-53.

WILSON AND WILSON. Motivation of School Work, 158-82.

CHARTERS. Teaching the Common Branches, 273-4; 279-81; 290-2; 294-5.
FREELAND. Modern Elementary School Practice, 355-8; 247.

The Eighteenth Yearbook, Part II.

BROWN. An Investigation of the Value of Drill Work in Fundamental Operations in

Arithmetic. Journal of Educational Psychology, 2:1911, 81-8; 3:1912, 485-92 and 561-70.

(Warwick & York, Baltimore.)
CHASE. Waste in Arithmetic, Teachers College Record, September, 1917. (Teachers
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Exercises for Class Discussion

1. What are the chief characteristics of a good drill lesson?

2. What is the value of attention in drill work?

What are the most effective things teachers can do to hold the attention

of a class during drill periods?

3. Why should the drill lesson have a definite aim?

4. Wky is it necessary to prove to children that they are making progress?

How can this be done?

5. Why is a method that secures two repetitions, while a slower method
secures but one, twice as effective?
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6. Why is it necessary to provide for individual drills in the fundamental

operations?

Describe fully how drills may be individualized for children by using
the Courtis' Standard Practice Tests, or by using Thompson's
Minimum Essentials.

7. Scientific investigations strongly suggest the following principles of

method to be observed in drills on fundamental operations:

(a) Drill upon the fundamental combinations for speed and accuracy
is more effective if given by means of examples than by means
of tables.

(b) Watch for errors that a number of children make and provide
special drills to correct them.

(c) The periods of practice or drill should be from 10 to 15 minutes
in length.

(d) Pupils belonging to the same class differ widely in achievement.
This condition makes it necessary to provide for individual
instruction or drills.

In what respect would the methods of teaching the fundamental

operations in arithmetic be changed, if the above principles were

put into practice?

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XXII



PROJECT XXra. DEVELOPING PRINCIPLES OR RULES

Grade Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How should a principle or rule in arithmetic be developed?

Observation Work

A rule to be of any use to children in solving problems in arith-

metic must be understood. To be understood it must be thought
out inductively. When a rule recalls the typical examples or

problems used in its development and the typical examples or

problems recall the rule, then the rule is understood. As an
illustration let us develop with an imaginary class the rule

for the addition of fractions of different denominators.
"You have now come to the place in arithmetic, children,

where you can not proceed farther unless you learn to add
fractions. How many of you have felt the need of know-
ing how to add fractions before this? I am sure that some of

your parents make use of the knowledge almost daily. The
people of this town could not get along without knowing this

rule. It is not hard to learn. Pay close attention and you
will have no difficulty in finding out. Who will state our

problem? 'How can fractions of different denominators be
added?' Correct."

The following steps are taken in the development of the rule :

1. The teacher gets the children to recall that only integral numbers

having the same name can be added.
2. With fact (1) in mind the children are to discover that only fractions

having the same name can be added.
3. Have pupils add 4 pounds and 3 pounds. "7 pounds."

Have pupils add 2 fourths and 3 fourths. "5 fourths."

After having added other fractions having the same name, written as
fractions usually are, the pupils are to discover and word the rule

for adding fractions having a common denominator: "Add the
numerators and give the sum the common name or the name of

the-common denominator."
4. The teacher maynow ask, "Have we solved our problem?" "What more

must we do ?" The children should discover for themselves that they
have notyet learned toaddfractionso/dtjferenf names or denominators.

5. Have the children give 1/2 other names; other names for 1/3; a
common name for 1/2 and 1/3. Add 3/6 and 2/6 as they did in

(3) above. Have them give 1/2 and 1/4 a common name and add;
1/2 and 1/5; 1/3 and 1/4; 1/3 and 1/5. Now get the children to

discover and word the following rule for adding fractions having
different denominators: "Write the fractions to be added with their

common denominator (name), add their numerators, and give the
sum the name of the common denominator."
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6. Teacher: "Have we solved our problem? Give the answer. State

the rule again; again. Write it in your notebooks. Write the

examples we used to find the rule underneath it. Work the ex-

amples. Think of the rule and the examples together."
7. The pupils should be given a lot of practice in using the rule.

The student will now observe a demonstration lesson whose

purpose is to illustrate how a rule in arithmetic should be

developed. Let him observe the difference between the re-

actions of the real class and the imaginary one, and then an-

swer the following questions :

1. State the rule that the teacher developed.

0. How was the problem introduced or motivated?

3. State the typical facts introduced from which the rule was derived.

4. Was the first statement of the rule by the children correct?

Why may the third step be called "the trial and error step"?

How many trials did it take to get the correct statement from the
children?

5. Why was it necessary to try the guess on a number of examples?

How did the teacher effect a close association in the minds of the
children between the rule, the examples from which the rule was
derived, and the process of working the examples?

REFERENCES
KLAPPER. The Teaching of Arithmetic. 52-3; 97-100; 111-13.
CHARTERS. Teaching the Common Branches, 283-5; 295-6.
FREELAMD. Modern Elementary School Practice, 245.
WOOFTER. Teaching in Rural Schools, 260.

Course of Study, Baltimore County Schools, 313.
Textbook in use in your school. Find three illustrations of rules developed inductively

by the author.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. What must children do in order to understand a rule in arithmetic
well enough to be able to use it in solving problems?
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2. Why should typical examples or problems from which the rule is

derived and the rule be closely associated in the minds of the pupils ?

3. In which stage of inductive thinking is there an element of chance?

Why is it necessary that children be willing to try often in formulating
the rule?

4. When may children be sure that their statement of the rule is correct?

5. After pupils have stated the rule correctly and memorized it, why
should they use the rule in solving problems?

6. Prepare a lesson plan for developing the rule in division of fractions.

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XXIII



PROJECT XXIV. TEACHING BEST SOLUTIONS OF
PROBLEMS, I

Grade Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How may children best be taught to solve problems in arithmetic?

Observation Work

To solve problems in arithmetic pupils must be able to do
four things: (1) to interpret the problem correctly; (2) to

recall the right rule to be applied; (3) to determine definite-

ly what is to be done according to the rule; and (4) to do it

and check results. In this exercise we are concerned with the
first three only.
The correct interpretation of the problem involves (1)

the ability to read the problem, (2) the ability to state clearly
what is to be found, and (3) the ability to name what is given
in the problem to find it.

With what is to be found in the problem and what is given
to find it definitely in mind, pupils usually recall the rule that

applies. If their first trial should fail, they must try again and

again. To be willing to try often is their only hope in the

case of difficult problems.
When the interpretation of the problem recalls a rule then

the two must be held in mind until a plan of solving the prob-
lem suggests itself. In the case of the more difficult problems,
suggestions for a solution come slowly. As before they must

keep on trying. To try to think of the rule in terms of the

typical problems from which it was derived will tend to make
prominent its essential elements. But the chief thing that

children can do at this stage of the problem-solving process
is to persist in holding the essential data of the problem and
the essential elements of the rule in mind until a plan for the

solution does suggest itself.

A demonstration lesson will be given whose purpose is to

illustrate the first three of the four things children must do in

solving problems, as outlined above. The children will be
asked to read each problem again and again until they are

sure of its meaning. They will then be asked to state what
is to be found in each problem. Having clearly in mind what
is to be found they will next be asked to state what is given
in each problem to find it. If pupils are able to do this much
with a problem, the teacher may be sure that their interpreta-
tion of the problem is correct. Lastly, the children will be
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asked to think of a rule and state what is to be done according
to the rule to solve each problem. If their first trial is wrong,
they will be asked to try again until they hit upon the right

plan, as indicated above. The children will be assigned for

their next lesson the six problems on page They will

be asked to do four things with each problem: (1) read each

problem again and again until they are sure of its meaning;
(2) write in their notebooks what is to be found in each prob-
lem; (3) write what is given to find it; (4) write what they
would do to find it. They must not work out the solution.

If they insist on "figuring" before they have done the four

things carefully, use problems without numbers.
Let the observer answer the following questions based on

his observation:

1. What difficulty did the children have in the interpretation of the

problems?

Why did they misinterpret some of the problems?

2. What trouble, if any, did they have in telling what was to be found
in each problem?

3. What trouble, if any, did they have in telling what was given in each

problem?

4. Why should children find the formulation of a plan to solve a problem
more difficult than its interpretation?

5. How did the teacher assist the children in the formulation of plans?

REFERENCES
KLAPPER. The Teaching of Arithmetic, 53-6; 79-82; 113-7.

CHARTERS. Teaching the Common Branches, 285-90.

MONROE. Measuring the Results of Teaching, 157-60; 160-8.

WOOFTER. Teaching in Rural Schools, 255-6; 257-9.

Course of Study, Baltimore County Schools, 310-1 ; 314.

The Eighteenth Yearbook, Part II.

KENDALL AND MIRICK. How to Teach the Fundamental Subjects, 169-70; 180-fl.

RAPEER. Teaching Elementary School Subjects, 2S1-6; 244-6.
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Exercises for Class Discussion

1. What must children be able to do to solve problems in arithmetic?

2. Which of these steps should be taken before the children begin to

"figure"?

3. What does the interpretation of the problem involve?

4. Why should the teacher explain the meaning of technical terms used
in the statement of problems?

5. What must the pupil do so that he will likely recall the right rule?

6. If a pupil knows by what rule a problem is to be solved and yet cannot
think of a plan of solving it, what should he do?

7. If his first plan for a solution is wrong, what should the pupil do?

8. What habits should the teacher develop on the part of the pupils
with reference to the first three steps in problem solving?

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XXTV



PROJECT XXV. TEACHING BEST SOLUTIONS OF
PROBLEMS, H

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How may children best be taught to solve problems in arithmetic

(last two steps) ?

Observation Work

The assignment given the children for to-day's lesson was
to write plans for the solution of six problems. The procedure
for to-day's recitation is about as follows: The teacher calls

on one of the pupils to read what he has written on the first

problem as to what is to be found, what is given to find it,

and the plan for finding it. The members of the class will

either accept the statements read as correct or point out his

mistakes. When the class has finally agreed upon a plan for

the solution, the teacher will ask each pupil to do the work and
check results to see whether the solution is right or wrong.
If wrong, the pupils will be given a few minutes in which to

find the mistake if it is but a slight one. If the mistake is of a
serious nature due to a misinterpretation of the problem or to

the recall of the wrong rule or to the drawing of the wrong
inference, the teacher may by a few well directed questions
reveal the mistake to the class and reassign the problem for
the next lesson. The same procedure is followed in disposing
of each of the other five problems.
The observer will now visit a recitation whose purpose is to

illustrate the procedure indicated above with reference to the

final steps in the solution of problems in arithmetic. He will

then answer the following questions based on his observation :

1. What was the assignment given the children for the lesson you ob-
served?

2. In which of the first three steps did the class have the most trouble
in the preparation of the lesson?

What seemed to be the cause of the trouble?
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8. Were the pupils able to check their answers to determine whether

they were right without assistance from the teacher?

4. When the pupils found their answers wrong what did they do?

5. What per cent of the answers to the six problems were wrong?
How many pupils had wrong answers to all of the problems?
How many had all the answers right?
What do these results indicate?

6. To which cause were most of the mistakes made due?

7. If you had been teaching this class, what work would you have
assigned for the next lesson?

REFERENCES
KLAPPER. The Teaching of Arithmetic, 209 -79; 279-98.
WILSON AND WILSON. Motivation of School Work, 165-82.
CHARTERS. Teaching the Common Branches, 292-3.
MONROE. Measuring the Results of Teaching, 168-73.
WOOFTER. Teaching in Rural Schools, 260-1.
Course of Study, Baltimore County Schools, 296; 304; 308.
BRANOM. The Project Method in Education, 96-8.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Name all the steps that pupils should take in solving problems in

arithmetic.

2. When a pupil cannot solve a problem how should the teacher proceed
to find out where the trouble is?

3. Why not tell children what rules apply to the different problems at the
time of the assignment?

4. Why should children be able to check their own results in arithmetic?
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5. What is the peculiar advantage of problems without numbers?

6. Name the habits that children should form in connection with problem-
solving in arithmetic.

7. What are the chief characteristics of a good solution?

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XXV



THE TEACHING OF COMPOSITION AND GRAMMAR

PROJECT XXVI. MOTIVATING COMPOSITION WORK

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How may composition work be motivated?

Observation Work

Dewey gives two fundamental principles for the motivation
of composition work. (1) The speaker or writer must feel

that he has something worth while to say or write. (2) He
must further feel that he has an audience that is anxious to

hear what he has to say or what he has to write.

The following is an illustration of Dewey's principles ap-

plied to class work: The pupils in the fifth and sixth grades
of a State Normal Training School wanted the use of the

swimming pool during the summer session. The teacher in

charge seize id this opportunity to organize several lessons in

oral and written composition. The pupils spent one period
in preparati on for an oral interview with one of the men in

charge of the pool. The manner of making the request, the

arguments to be used, the best way of putting each point, the

language to be employed, and the personnel of the committee
to be sent were discussed. Another party concerned in grant-

ing the children the use of the pool had to be reached through
a written communication. Another recitation period had to

be spent in the preparation of a written request. The most
forceful arguments were to be selected, the request was to be

put into clear, unified sentences, and the connection of the

sentences was to be carefully worked out so that the whole
should be a well written paragraph. When each pupil had
finished his individual contribution to the project, the class

selected the three best paragraphs. The writers of these three

compositions constituted a committee to prepare a final para-
graph which, after it was approved by the whole class, was
sent to the party in question. There were to be no misspelled
words, no mistakes in capitalization and punctuation, and
no incorrect forms in the composition.
Under the direction and assistance of his instructor and

demonstrator let the observer make a list of six school situa-

tions which can be used for composition work of the quality
described above. He will now observe a demonstration lesson
whose purpose is to use one of the school situations he listed
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to illustrate Dewey's fundamental principles governing the
motivation of composition work after the manner of the illus-

tration given above. He will then answer the following ques-
tions based on his observation:

1. Prove that the children had something that they considered worth while

to communicate.

Cite instances to show that they had an attentive audience.

3. In what respects were the results especially encouraging?

4. What opportunities presented themselves for teaching or emphasizing
formal composition facts?

5. Examine the written compositions and make a list of points as to cap-
italization, punctuation, forms of words, and structure of sentences,
on which the class needs more practice.

REFERENCES

WILSON AND WILSON. Motivation of School Work, 19; 20; 71-100.

CHARTERS. Teaching the Common Branches, 51-3; 56-61.

DRIGGS. Our Living Language, 3-29.

BONSBR. The Elementary School Curriculum, 301-36.

RAPEER. Teaching Elementary School Subjects, 115-6.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. What are Dewey's fundamental requirements for motivated composi-
tion work?
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2. In the light of Dewey's requirements criticize the practice of assigning
the whole class the same subject for a composition.

S. Name a number of projects that lend themselves to easily motivated

composition work.

4. In what way can children be trained in the mechanics of composition
without aimless drill exercises?

Can all the mechanical abilities essential in composition be developed
in connection with such work as that described in the illustration

at the beginning of this exercise?

5. Why is it necessary to motivate listening in composition work?

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XXVI



PROJECT XXVH. WRITING A GOOD PARAGRAPH

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How may children be taught to write a good paragraph?

Observation Work

We expect too much in composition in the elementary school

and as a result we get too little. Teachers of composition
should be satisfied if their pupils upon leaving the grammar
grades are able to write a paragraph on a limited topic in

which words are used with considerable discrimination, in

which the sentence structure is correct, and in which the

central thought of the paragraph flows easily from sentence to

sentence.

The ability to write a good paragraph consists of three

lesser abilities: (1) the ability to use words with discrimina-

tion; (2) the ability to write or compose clear, unified sentences;
and (3) the ability to write a number of related sentences on a

limited topic and connect them in a logical and pleasing way.
The paragraph, of course, is to be free from misspelled words,
free from errors in the common uses of capitals and punctua-
tion marks, and free from faulty and monotonous sentence

structure.

As a preparation for his observation and under the direction

of his instructor and demonstrator, let the observer study
compositions consisting of a single paragraph written by
the children in the grade where he is to observe the work later.

(1) Let him make a list of words that were not well chosen;

(2) a list of expressions that indicate a lack of the sentence

idea or expressions that are not sentences at all; and (3) a
list of sentences that have no connection with the central

thought of the paragraph in which each is found. Let him
mark also instances in paragraphs where there is a lack of

pleasing variety in sentence structure and where the thought
does not flow easily from sentence to sentence. Is the opening
sentence of each paragraph a topical sentence?

He will now observe a demonstration lesson whose purpose
is (1) to illustrate an effective method of conducting a short

exercise in word study, using the words you listed as not having
been well chosen by the children, (2) to illustrate how to im-

prove children in sentence structure, using your list of expres-
sions of incomplete sentences, and (3) to illustrate an effective

method of conducting a short exercise in the composition of a
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paragraph, based on the errors he found in paragraph struc-

ture. He will then answer the following questions based on his

observation :

1. What are the three points that were illustrated in this demonstration
lesson?

2. What method did the teacher use in correcting compositions as to the

choice of words?

Describe her method used in the study of words.

3. How did the teacher correct the compositions as to errors in sentence
structure?

Describe her method of getting the children to write clear, unified sen-

tences.

4. How did the teacher correct the compositions as to paragraph structure?

Describe her method of teaching children to write a good paragraph.

5. How were the errors in spelling, capitalization, and punctuation
corrected?

6. Examine compositions written by the same children after they had
received the instruction given in the demonstration lesson and list

all points of marked improvement.
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REFERENCES
The Seventeenth Yearbook. Composition Standards by Grades, 49-59.
SHERIDAN. Speaking and Writing English, 11-28; 35-40; 40-5; 127-8; 140-2; 57; 72; 83;

93: 96; 108; 117; 130; 143-4.

M.UIONEY. Standards in English, 16-38; 41-153.
CHARTERS. Teaching the Common Branches, 65-6; 66-7.
WOOFTER. Teaching in Rural Schools, 166-8.

Course of Study, Baltimore County Schools, 119-20; 93-4; 96-7; 100-2; 107-9.
BONSER. The Elementary School Curriculum, 323-4; 326-7; 325-6.

Exercises for Ckss Discussion

1. What ability in composition should a graduate of the elementary school

possess?

2. What are the four lesser abilities involved in the general ability essential

in the writing of a good paragraph?

3. Describe a method effective in teaching children to use words with
discrimination. (In addition to the references, see Project XVI.)

4. Describe a method effective in teaching children to write clear, unified

sentences.

5. Describe a method effective in teaching children to write a good para-

graph.

6. Why should the topic for a paragraph be definitely limited?
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7. What is an effective method of correcting errors in the mechanics of

composition?

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XXVU



PROTECT XXVm. CORRECTING MISTAKES IN ORAL
COMPOSITION

, Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How should mistakes in the oral composition of children in the lower

grades be corrected?

Observation Work

As a preparation for his observation work let the observer

study the oral composition of children in the lower grades on
the playground and in recitations, and list the common errors

they make in the use

1. Of pronouns such as: "It is me and him and him"; "John and me were

first"; "Everyone should study their lesson"; etc.

2. Of verbs such as: "I done it"; "They have went home"; "Set down";
"You can't learn me anything"; "The bell has rang"; "You wasn't

there"; "I seen it"; etc.

3. Of adjectives such as: "He writes good"; "I have the goodest apple";
"I don't like them there things"; etc.

The ideal method of correcting the errors listed would be to

set up strong incentives for children to talk in order to bring
about certain results, and then make their success depend
upon the use of correct language. School conditions, however,

justify more specific, if less real, treatment of the errors.

There should be given specific drills on correct forms and these

drills should be strongly motivated. This means that the

teacher should create on the part of the pupils a strong desire

to use the correct form, that each repetition be made with
concentrated attention, and that pleasure and satisfaction be
associated with each correct usage. Children should be
stimulated to speak freely and at the same time correctly.

Through such exercises they should discover the need of

drilling on certain language forms. This after all is the ideal

way of motivating drills on correct language forms.

The student will now observe a demonstration lesson whose

purpose is (1) to illustrate effective methods of drilling on
correct language forms and (2) to illustrate a model lesson in

motivated talking and listening, as outlined in the preceding

paragraph. He will then answer the following questions based
on his observation :

1. List the language errors that the teacher attempted to correct in the

first part of the demonstration lesson.
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2. Describe the method by which she drilled the class on correct forms?

3. How did the teacher motivate the drill on correct forms?

4. What devices did the teacher use to hold the undivided attention of

the pupils to correct repetitions?

5. Give evidence to show that correct usage was followed by pleasant
results.

6. Describe the language situation the teacher used in her model lesson

of motivated talking and listening.

7. What needed drills did the oral composition exercise reveal to the
children?
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REFERENCES
BOLENIUS. Elementary Lessons in Everyday English. See references in Index under

Word Games, Grammar Games and Pronunciation Games.
Hosic AND HOOPER. Child's Composition Book, 131; 146; 101; 178; 201; 185; 194.

DEMING. Language Games for All Grades.
SHERIDAN. Speaking and Writing English, 151-8; 51-6; 61-4; 74-9; 86-7; 97-101.
MAHONEY. Standards in English, 12-5; 41-156 (appropriate topics); 182-9.
DRIGOS. Our Living Language, 101-29.

WOOFTER. Teaching in Rural Schools, 171-2.

Course of Study, Baltimore County Schools, 92-3; 95-6; 99-100; 105-7.
BONSER. The Elementary School Curriculum, 301; 310-1; 314; 316-7.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. What is the ideal method of correcting the language errors of children?

2. What is the natural way of motivating talking and listening?

Name three language situations that will naturally motivate talking
and listening.

3. Designate the grade in which the correction of each of the wrong ex-

pressions on your list should begin.

4. Upon what does the amount of drill required to correct a wrong lan-

guage habit depend? (Name at least four factors.)

5. Why should each child keep a list of the mistakes he frequently makes?

6. How many lessons per week would you give in oral composition in each
of the first four grades?
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Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best hi Project XXVIII



PROJECT XXIX. FORMAL ABILITIES IN WRITTEN
COMPOSITION

Grade Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

What formal abilities in written composition should pupils in the upper
grades possess and how are they to be developed?

Observation Work

As a preparation for his observation work let the observer

study compositions written by pupils in the room where he
will observe the work later, for the purpose of determining

1. Whether the children are in the habit of capitalizing the first word of

a sentence and whether they are in the habit of using a period to end
a written statement and a question mark to end a written sentence
that asks a question.

2. What other common errors they are in the habit of making in the use
of capitals and in the use of punctuation marks.

3. What mistakes they are in the habit of making in the use of pronouns,
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.

4. What mistakes they are in the habit of making in sentence structure
and paragraph composition.

After the mistakes in compositions have been checked, they
should be handed back to the children for correction. The
children should be made to see that so long as the compositions
contain these errors they are not so likely to accomplish the

purpose for which they were written. Each pupil corrects

his own errors. After the mistakes are all corrected, the chil-

dren should be given an opportunity to ask for special drills

on the correction of some of the errors. The assignment for

the next lesson is the final writing of the paragraph.
The student will now observe a demonstration lesson whose

purpose is to illustrate how the errors he has checked in the

compositions he read are to be corrected in class, how the
children may be led to ask for drills on certain points and
how they are to be conducted, and how the children may be
made conscious of the formal abilities they should possess.
He will then answer the following questions based on his

observation :

1. Make a list of the common mistakes found in capitalization.
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In punctuation.

In the use of nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.

In sentence structure.

In paragraph building.

2. How were these mistakes corrected in class?

3. What drills, if any, did the children ask for on their own initiative?

4. To what extent was each pupil able to correct his own mistakes?

5. Were the pupils asked to rewrite the paragraph or copy the one as

corrected?

6. On what special abilities in the mechanics of composition does the class

need more practice?
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7. What evidence can you give as to whether or not the pupils are aware
of abilities they possess and abilities they lack?

REFERENCES
RAPEER. Teaching Elementary School Subjects, 121-2.

SHERIDAN. Speaking and Writing English, 46-50; 1 19-20; 82; 94; 106; 1 16; 128-9; 59-60;
64-5; 79-80; 87-8; 101-2; 111-3; 123-4; 135-6.

MAHONEY. Standards in English, 16-38; 41-153.
KLAPPER. Teaching of English, 31-35.

MONROE. Measuring the Results of Teaching, 252-4.
Course of Study, Baltimore County Schools, 123-4.

BONSER. The Elementary School Curriculum, 318-9; 320-2; 323-4; 326-7.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Why should each pupil be required to correct his own mistakes in

composition, so far as he is able?

2. After the corrections are all made why should pupils be asked to re-

write rather than copy their compositions?

3. How should the work of correcting the errors be motivated?

4. How should drills on correct written forms be conducted?

5. Why are drills which the children ask for many times more effective

than those imposed upon them by the teacher?

6. Divide the class into five groups, and have each group determine the

formal abilities to be developed in the use of capital letters in one of

the grades above the third, each group taking a different grade.
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In the use of punctuation marks.

7. How can teachers cause children to feel the need of knowing how to use

capital letters and punctuation marks?

When once they feel the need of knowing is it pedagogically correct to

drill as much as is necessary?

Answer the Student'? Problem

What I Like Best hi Project XXIX



PROJECT XXX. MOTIVATING TECHNICAL GRAMMAR

Grade .... . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How may technical grammar in the elementary school be motivated and
taught?

Observation Work

To motivate the study of grammar should be easy enough.
Let the observer go back to his list of errors in oral and written

composition. In all probability he will find numerous mis-
takes in the use of the pronoun as predicate nominative, as

object of a preposition, as indirect object, etc.; in the use of

the noun as to number, as to possessive form, etc. ; in the use
of the verb as to tense form, as to tense, as to agreement of

the verb with its subject, etc.; in the use of adjectives and
adverbs. All these mistakes are recurrent in diverse forms so

that the only hope of correcting such errors lies in a knowledge
of the language principles violated. It is obvious, then, that
the usefulness of the habit of watchful self-criticism to be

developed in composition classes depends upon a knowledge
of technical grammar. Pupils who are asked to study gram-
mar should be led to see the subject in this light; because the

viewpoint is fundamental in the motivation of the work.
The teacher may proceed after the following manner:

Among the .errors listed there is probably to be found a group
of mistakes like these: "He gave John and I the wrong num-
ber"; "The teacher told Mary and I the same story." The
pupils must first be convinced that it would be decidedly in

their favor to be able to avoid all such mistakes. If this is

their wish, it will be necessary for them to study the indirect

object and learn the rule that governs it. Stated concretely,
their problem is to find out how "I" is used in the sentence,
"He gave John and I the wrong number."
The solution involves the recall of two facts they already

know:

1. The object of a preposition is in the objective case.

2. The declension of the pronoun "I."

If the sentence were written, "He gave the wrong number
to John and I," the pupils would have no trouble in naming
"I" as the object of the preposition "to." Knowing that the

object of a preposition is in the objective case and remember-

ing the declension of the pronoun "I," they should know that

the correct form of the pronoun as used in this sentence is
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"me." They are told that the pronoun "me" is said to be the

indirect object of the verb "gave." How is "I" used in the

sentence, "The teacher told Mary and I the same story"?
"As the indirect object of the verb 'told.'

! The teacher may
now arrange for an indirect-object game by writing the verbs

buy, bring, give, tell, -write, send, wire, make, plant, draw,

paint, telephone, build, on the blackboard, and dividing the

class into two groups. Each pupil takes his turn in giving a

sentence in which a pronoun is used as an indirect object, using

any verb on the board. He gets a score of three for a correct

sentence. The side having the highest score wins.

An indirect-object contest. The class divides itself into two

groups. These groups will compete with each other to see

which will make the fewest mistakes, in and out of school,
in the use of the indirect object during the next two weeks.
The compositions the pupils are to write for to-morrow's
lesson are to contain four sentences with indirect objects.
The student will now observe a demonstration lesson whose

purpose is (1) to illustrate how a lesson in technical grammar
may be motivated and (2) how language principles may be

developed. He will then answer the following questions based
on his observation:

1. What fact in technical grammar did the children learn?

2. Why was it necessary for them to learn this fact?

Did the children feel the need of knowing this fact?

3. Describe the method the teacher used in teaching the fact.

4. By what methods did the teacher test the class to see whether the

pupils really understood the grammar fact?

5. What was done to get the children to make use of the fact in oral and
written composition?
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6. Name ten other facts in technical grammar which pupils should know
in order to be able to correct mistakes on your list.

REFERENCES

KENDALL AND MIRICK. How to Teach the Fundamental Subjects,
RAPEER. Teaching Elementary School Subjects, 132 6.

BOXSER. The Elementary School Curriculum, 310-1 ; 321-33.

CHARTERS. Teaching the Common Branches, 73-6; 84-7; 89-91.

WOOFTER. Teaching in Rural Schools, 181-2; 182-4.

DRIGGS. Our Living Language, 187-219.

KLAPPER. The Teaching of English, Chapters xm and xiv.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Give two arguments in favor of teaching technical grammar in the

seventh and eighth grades.

2. What is the most important habit to be developed on the part of the

pupils in connection with composition work?

Why does this habit to be useful necessitate a knowledge of grammar?

3. What difference does it make whether or not the child feels the need of

knowing what he is asked to learn in grammar?

4. In general, how may the work in grammar be motivated?

Specifically, how would you motivate a lesson on the conjugation of the

verb "see"?

5. Name two advantages that the practice of correcting language errors

through a knowledge of grammar has over correcting errors blindly

by merely giving the right form, as is done in the lower grades.
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6. The lessons which are devoted to the development of language prin-

ciples belong to the inductive type. Prepare a lesson plan for the

development of the principle that the verb that expresses action

which is received by an object named in the sentence is a transitive

verb.

7. How much technical grammar would you teach in the elementary
school ?

Why?

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XXX



THE TEACHING OF GEOGRAPHY

PROJECT XXXI. A SILENT READING LESSON IN
GEOGRAPHY

Grade Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How shall the teacher conduct a silent reading lesson in geography?

Observation Work

At least three types of silent reading abilities should be

developed in the intermediate grades in connection with the

teaching of geography. (1) Children should be taught to

reproduce accurately what they read. (2) They should be
able to read for information to answer specific questions.

(3) They should be able to write a good question on any para-
graph in the text after having read it silently. Each ability

requires special training. Unless children receive such train-

ing they may be sufficiently handicapped to cause failure in

the study of geography.
As a preparation for his observation and under the direction

of his instructor and demonstrator, the observer is to make a
list of thirty technical terms used in the elementary text that
the class which he will visit later is studying (such terms as

soil, country, plains, drained, valleys, divide, timber line,

mouth of river, sediment, harbor, seaport, atmosphere,
evaporate, equator, commerce, etc.). The demonstrator will

select three of these geographical terms and illustrate three,

different methods of developing the meaning of them. She
will also illustrate different devices for drilling on the meaning
of terms which are not sufficiently familiar to the children.

Meanings should be repeated until they are recognized by the

children at sight.
The observer is also to prepare a specific question on each

of three paragraphs, to which questions the children are to

write answers for their demonstration lesson. The answers
are to be read to one another and evaluated. In addition to

this the children are to read silently four other paragraphs.
They are to reproduce the thought of two of them and write a

good question on each of the other two.

The student will now observe a demonstration lesson whose

purpose is to illustrate (1) different methods of developing
the meaning of technical terms in geography, (2) different

methods of drilling on the meaning of technical terms, and
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(3) methods of developing the three silent reading abilities

necessary in the study of geography. He is then to answer
the following questions:

1. Give evidence to show that the teacher succeeded in making the mean-

ing of each of the technical terms real to the children.

2. Show that the drill on the meanings of old terms had all the earmarks
of a good drill lesson.

3. Examine the answers the children wrote to your questions. What
per cent of the questions did the class answer correctly?

How many pupils missed every question?
How many missed none?

4. What suggestions, if any, did the children receive in the recitation

that might improve this silent reading ability?

5. Show that the class was or was not able to reproduce accurately the
content of each of the two paragraphs .

6. What per cent of the class failed to write a good question on each of

two paragraphs?
How was this ability improved through this recitation?

REFERENCES
BOLENIUS. Teachers' Manual on Reading, xm-xxi.
HOLTZ. Principles and Methods of Teaching Geography, 23-8.
CHARTERS. Teaching the Common Branches, 222-3; 229-30.
SUTHERLAND. The Teaching of Geography, 172-5.
HAHN AKD LACKEY. Teaching Geography and Measuring Its Results, Chapter on the

Technique of Developing Geographical Abilities.

REDWAY. The New Basis of Geography, 121-2.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Why should the meanings of technical terms in geography be carefully

developed?
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Why should the meanings be repeated until they are recalled auto-

matically at sight of terms or technical expressions?

2. Why should teachers conduct silent reading lessons in connection with
the teaching of geography?

3. Name three types of silent reading abilities that children should possess
in order to get along well in the study of geography.

4. Describe in detail your plan of a lesson to develop each ability. (See

Projects XVIII and XIX.)

5. Describe the different methods that can be used in developing the

meaning of a technical term.

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XXXI



PROJECT XXXH. A CONCRETE BASIS FOR TEXTBOOK
WORK

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How may the teacher supply a concrete basis for the textbook work in

geography.
Observation Work

Any of the following means may be used to make, the text-

book lesson real and concrete to the children :

1. If possible use concrete material from the home environment to illus-

trate any part of the lesson in the book.
2. If the textbook lesson lends itself readily to an easy experiment, let the

pupils perform it and explain results.

3. If a short field excursion should promise to yield bountiful results in

concreteness, conduct one with a definite purpose in mind.
4. If possible connect the book lesson with problems that are interesting

and worth while from the child's point of view.

5. Deduce as much of the lesson as possible from facts and principles the

children already know and use the book for verification.

6. Whenever possible bring current events into the discussion of the

lesson.

7. The use of pictures and stereoscopic or stereopticon views gives life

and reality to scant verbal descriptions.
8. Much descriptive matter with abundance of detail (supplied by geo-

graphical readers, special articles, etc.) is the antidote for memoriter
work in geography.

9. The project-problem method of assigning lessons prevents the book-
ishness of learning.

10. Strong motivation of the work will give the subject matter in geography
meaning and reality.

11. The sand table furnishes a splendid opportunity for concrete illus-

trations.

A demonstration lesson will be given whose purpose is to
illustrate several of the above-named methods of making
geography concrete and real to children. The observer will

answer the following questions based on his observation:

1. Name the different methods illustrated by the teacher to make the
facts in the lesson real and meaningful to the children.
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2. Describe one method in detail as the teacher used it.

3. Which of the methods used was the most effective?

4. Make a list of the technical terms used in the lesson.

6. Of the twelve means of making geography real, listed at the beginning
of this exercise, which would you have used in connection with this

lesson?

6. What evidence can you give to show that the children did or did not

fully understand the lesson?

REFERENCES

KENDALL AND MIRICK. How to Teach the Fundamental Subjects, 244-52.
PARKER. General Methods of Teaching in Elementary Schools, 117-9; 182-7; 120-1.

BRANOM. The Teaching of Geography, 93-109; 110-21; 165-73; 211-24; 231-46.

HOLTZ. Principles and Methods of Teaching Geography, 31-43; 60-71.
DODGE AND KIRCHWAY. The Teaching of Geography, 135-51.

SUTHERLAND. The Teaching of Geography, 192-201; 202-15; 252-60.

WILSON AND WILSON. Motivation of School Work, 147-52.

Course of Study, Baltimore County Schools, 160-9; 172-85.

HAHN AND LACKEY. Teaching Geography and Measuring Its Results, Chapter on Tech-

nique of Developing Geographical Abilities.

REDWAY. The New Basis of Geography, 122; 126-8; 139-55; 180 205.

BONSER. The Elementary School Curriculum, 123-31; 228-9; 219-22; 223-5; 228-9; 444-5;
209-232.

SMITH. Teaching Geography by Problems, 35-84.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Name what you consider the six best means of making geography real

to children.
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2. What definite preparation should a teacher make for a field excursion?

3. Why should children know their home geography in terms of the lan-

guage of the textbook?

4. Read an issue of a daily paper and clip from it material that can be
used in geography work. Why is such material valuable?

5. From a catalogue make a list of stereoscopic views that are excellent

for the teaching of geography.

6. Study two sets of geographical readers to determine which you like

the better. Give reasons for your preference.

Of what value are geographical readers in the teaching of geography?

7. How may a collection of pictures be made especially helpful in the

teaching of geography?

8. Select five exercises from the Hahn-Lackey geography scale to test the
children's knowledge of home geography.
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Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best hi Project XXXI!



PROJECT XXXm. TEACHING LOCATION OF PLACES

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How can the location of places in geography be taught most effectively?

Observation Work

It is not enough to locate important places in geography just
once. The teacher must provide for systematic repetitions
of such locations. The following are some of the effective

methods which she may use in drilling on location of places

already studied:

1. Short drills in locating places on an outline map, or on an ordinary
map if there is no outline map in school.

2. Short drills with flash-cards, containing the names of places to be
located. As the teacher flashes each card before the children

they name the political division in which the place on the card is

located.

3. A set of cards can be made with six names of important places and
where they are on each card (as "Paris France"). Pupils in the
class are given the same number of cards and take their turn in giv-

ing names of places to be located. The pupil who first locates a

place gets the card. The side or pupil that has the most cards when
the game stops wins.

The work of locating places for the first time should be

strongly motivated. Reasons for knowing the location of a

place arouses a favorable attitude on the part of pupils. An
interesting fact or two about the place at the time of its loca-

tion will aid materially. The following are some of the devices
that may be used :

1. Children are given individual outline maps on which to locate the

places during the study period. Children should place on outline

maps only what they are expected to remember.
2. In the recitation let pupils first find the places on maps on which the

same are definitely marked.
3. Next use a class map on which the places are not marked and let pupils

point out their locations.

4. Then the pupils should sketch the map quickly from memory and locate

the places thereon.

The observer will now visit a recitation whose purpose is to

illustrate (1) methods of drilling on location of places after

their first location and (2) methods of first locating places.
He will then answer the following questions based on his

observation :
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1. What method or methods of repeating locations taught previously
were illustrated?

2. Which of the drill methods did you like the best?

Why?

3. What method was illustrated in teaching the location of new places?

4. Describe definitely all that the teacher did in first locating a place.

5. Name the different kinds of maps the teacher used in the recitation in

the order in which she used them.

6. Give evidence to show that the children did or did not realize that the

places are real, located on a real world and not merely map places.

REFERENCES
RAPEER. Teaching Elementary School Subjects, 366-8.

HOLTZ. Principles and Methods of Teaching Geography, 173-4; 175; 179; 181.

CHARTERS. Teaching the Common Branches, 216-8.

DODGE. The Teaching of Geography, '10-2; 115.

WOOFTER. Teaching in Rural Schools, 231.

Course of Study, Baltimore County Schools, 190-1; 192.

SUTHERLAND. The Teaching of Geography, 87-9; 246-8.

HAHN AND LACKEY. Teaching Geography and Measuring Its Results, Chapter on the

Technique of Developing Geographical Abilities.

BONSER. The Elementary School Curriculum, 222-4; 445-6.

REDWAY. The New Basis of Geography, 123-5; 163-7.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Describe two drill devices for fixing place relations in geography.

. Make a set of twenty cards that can be used in such an exercise as that

described in the third section of the first paragraph in this lesson.
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3. Name a place new to an imaginary class and describe in detail how
you would teach its location.

4. What are the advantages of using outline maps, both class and indivi-

dual, in establishing place relations in geography?

5. What is the final test of the ability of children to locate a place?

How quickly should they be able to sketch enough of the map to show
the location of the place in question?

6. What can the teacher do to make sure that in the minds of the children

the places located are on a real world and not on a map?

7. Select five exercises from the Hahn-Lackey geography scale to test the

children's ability to locate places in geography.

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XXXIII



PROJECT XXXIV. USING THE PROJECT-PROBLEM
METHOD

Grade Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How may the project-problem method be used in teaching geography?

Observation Work

The following are the earmarks of a good problem in

geography :

1. The problem always stimulates purposeful activity and supplies the

motive for work.
2. It presents a reasonable difficulty to the ones it challenges.
3. It is stated in terms of concrete experiences of the children for whom

it is intended.

4. It is stated so that it is free from language difficulty.

5. It contains a trace of the unusual and the surprising to shock the class

into a state of attention.

The project-problem method involves four stages :

1. A problem which the children have clearly defined and which they
want to solve.

2. Enough facts or experiences to suggest a number of possible solutions.

3. The evaluation of the different suggestions and the selection of the

correct solution.

4. The testing of the final solution in every possible situation.

These four stages of the problem-solving activity in geogra-

phy are not always sharply separated from one another. A
few significant facts may suggest a solution, and without

looking for further data the mind follows the suggestion to

the last step of the process and tests it out. If it proves to be

wrong, the individual goes back to the second step to gather
or recall more facts. Thus the activity may pass back and
forth through the various steps a number of times before the

correct solution is found. Much of the thinking activity the
children do in geography is even more of the rough-and-
tumble sort than the above description would suggest. But
underneath the irregular and unmethodical activity there is

always to be found a trace of the process approximating the
four stages. Training in thinking should result in a more
methodical and scientific procedure.
The teacher should proceed as follows in using the project

method in teaching geography :

1. Assist the children in dividing the project into smaller units to be as-

signed as problems, defined and worded by them.
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2. Train children to keep the problem in mind and to suspend judgment
as to its solution until adequate data are at hand. To this end help
them to prepare an outline of the subject matter arranged in topics

indicating both the order and the variety of facts essential to the

solution.

3. Stimulate children to make many suggestions and to test each until

the right one is found. They should be given questions or directions

by means of which they may discover whether the answers are right
or wrong, thus preventing the piecemeal sort of thinking referred

to above.

4. In project work hold the children's activity as closely as possible to

the four stages indicated above, instructing them as to what each

step involves.

A demonstration lesson will now be given whose purpose is

to illustrate how the project method may be used in the teach-

ing of geography. The observer will answer the following

questions based on his observation :

1. What was the project the class was studying?

2. What particular portion of the project, or project-problem, was dis-

cussed in the demonstration lesson?

3. Score the problem with reference to each of the five earmarks of a good
problem, giving each a possible score of 20. Score

4. Show that the children were or were not in possession of adequate data
for the solution of the problem when they came to the recitation.

If not, what seemed to be the cause?

5. What means did the children have for testing their answers to find out
whether they were correct before they came to the recitation?

6. Show that by means of the problem the related and important facts

in the lesson were or were not tied together and thus more likely to

be remembered.
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7. What evidence, if any, did you find in the recitation to show that the

problem method of teaching geography is desirable.

REFERENCES

SUTHERLAND. The Teaching of Geography, 138-43.

DODGE AND KIRCHWAY. The Teaching of Geography, 85-6.

HOLTZ. Principles and Methods of Teaching Geography, 6-8.

BRANOM. The Teaching of Geography, 246-62.

WILSON AND WILSON. Motivation of School Work, 133^47; 156.

HAHN AND LACKEY. Teaching Geography and Measuring Its Results, Chapter on Why
Children Fail in Geography.

Course of Study, Baltimore County Schools, 193-4.

STOCKTON. Project Work in Education, 53-88; 140-54.

BONSER. The Elementary School Curriculum, 209-32.

PARKER. General Methods of Teaching in Elementary Schools, 120-1; 128.

SMITH. Teaching Geography by Problems, 61-79.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. What are the five chief characteristics of a good problem?

2. Prepare a problem possessing these five characteristics on the subject
of Alaska, the problem to be assigned to a sixth-grade class.

3. Name the four stages of the formal type of the problem-solving activity
in geography.

What should grammar-grade pupils know about each stage of the

activity?

4. How should the teacher proceed in the use of the project-problem
method in the teaching of geography?
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5. Show that the project-problem method of teaching geography makes
the study activity purposeful, develops initiative, necessitates the

judging of relative values, encourages the organization of subject
matter, and develops reflective thinkers.

6. State three good arguments in favor of the project-problem method of

teaching geography.

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XXXIV



PROJECT XXXV. EMPHASIZING RIGHT PRINCIPLES

. . Grade , . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How may the emphasis in the teaching of geography be placed on

principles?

Observation Work

To place the emphasis on principles in the teaching of

geography the teacher must do three things :

1. Develop the meaning of principles inductively.
2. Have pupils memorize them.
3. Teach pupils to use the principles in the further acquisition of knowl-

edge.

Only the first two will be discussed in this lesson. The third

will be discussed in the following observation exercise.

The mere statement of a geographical principle may have
some meaning to children, but not enough to be of any use

to them in the acquisition of further knowledge. Usually the

statement of principles and the concrete facts supporting them
are not closely associated in the minds of the children. Take
as an example the statement, "As a rule, the farther north one
travels from the equator, the colder it grows." This state-

ment is found in a well known text after the geography of

North America has been discussed in which are set forth many
facts closely associated with the principle; but the principle
is stated apart from these facts and there is no effort made in

the text to connect the two in the minds of the children. The
principle thus isolated from concrete data has little meaning
and is of little value to the children.

The principle should be introduced to the pupils in the form
of the following problem: Other things being equal, how does

the temperature change with distance from the equator?
The following conditions should be investigated before an
answer is given :

1 . Change in the slant of the sun's rays with distance from the equator.
2. Change in the length the sun shines per day with distance from the

equator, in winter; in summer.
3. Change in the length of the crop-growing season with distance from

the equator.
4. Change in kind of crops raised with distance from the equator.

With the above groups of facts fresh in mind let the children answer
their problem. They should be given an opportunity to test their

answer by comparing the temperature of the following cities: Austin,

Guthrie, Topeka, Lincoln, Pierre, Bismarck, and Winnipeg. They
should further test it by referring to isothermal charts for July and
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January. They should also be given an opportunity to find excep-
tions to their answer. Each of the exceptions involves a principle
of temperature which should be developed inductively after the

manner illustrated. The groups of facts supporting their answer
and the various exceptions should all be closely associated with the

principle at the time it is developed in order to give it real meaning
and value as a geographical principle.

A demonstration lesson will be given to illustrate (1) the
method of developing the meaning of a principle as outlined

in the preceding paragraph and (2) methods of drilling pupils
on the meaning of principles. The observer is to answer the

following questions based on the demonstration lesson :

1. State the principle whose meaning was developed inductively in this

exercise.

2. What groups of facts were associated with the principle?

3. Was the answer the children gave correct in every detail?

If not, who discovered the mistake?
Who finally worded the principle?

4. What provision had the teacher made to enable the pupils to test the
correctness of their answer before coming to class?
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5. What evidence can you give that in the minds of the children the prin-

ciple developed is or is not rich in meaning?

6. What was the purpose of the drill exercise on principles?

7. How familiar were the children with the meaning of the principles?
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Exercises for Class Discussion

1 . Select twelve principles of geography which eighth-grade pupils should
know.

2. In what ways may the teacher place the emphasis on principles in the

teaching of geography?

3. What is the essential thing in the development of a principle?

4. It is said that principles are not an end in themselves. If this is true,

why is it so important that they receive the emphasis in the teaching
of geography?

5. How can the meaning of every principle be made as much of a habit
with children as is the meaning of the principle that "Water flows

down hill"?

6. Describe what you consider a model drill lesson on the meaning and
form of the ten principles which you stated in exercise (1).

7. Each pupil should have a notebook marked "Principles of Geography
I Know" in which to record the principles as fast as their meanings
are being developed. Make a list of geographical principles which
such a notebook should contain after a sixth-grade class has finished

the study of North America.
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Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XXXV



PROJECT XXXVI. APPLYING GEOGRAPHICAL
PRINCIPLES

Grade Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How may geographical principles be used in the further acquisition of

knowledge?
Observation Work

After pupils have finished the study of North America they
should know enough geographical principles inductively to

enable them to deduce a large part of the geography of the
rest of the world. To illustrate the method of conducting a

recitation in deduction we will assume that a class has just
finished the study of North America and is ready for its first

lesson on South America. The recitation takes place before

the children are given an opportunity to read the text. The
problem for class discussion is, How much of the geography of
South America can you guess right from a careful study of the

map? The teacher leads in this exercise by giving the pupils
the following directions and questions as rapidly as they are

being followed and answered:

1. Study carefully the location of South America with reference to the

equator. What do you know about the temperature of the various
countries of South America? (As these questions are to be answered

by the pupils there is no space left here for answers.) How do you
know this? Compare the temperature of parts of South America
with the temperature of parts of North America.

2. Note the position of the mountains. What do you know about the

temperature of the mountainous parts of the Torrid Zone? What
principle of geography enables you to deduce these facts?

3. What do you know about the winds in the neighborhood of the equa-
tor? What about the winds north of the equatorial belt? South
of it? From what general geographical principles do you deduce
these facts? What about the winds south of latitude 35 degrees?
WT

here do the mountains form an obstruction to the winds?
4. Keeping in mind the direction of the winds and the position of the

mountains, what do you know about the rainfall in the equatorial
belt east of the mountains? West of the mountains in the Torrid
Zone? West of the mountains in the South Temperate Zone? East
of the mountains? Give reason for each answer as it is given.

5. Keeping in mind the temperature and rainfall, what do you know
about the plant life of the different sections of South America? In
what two areas is plant life scanty? Why? What agricultural

products grown in North America can also be grown in South
America? Where? What makes you think so?

6. Judging from the distribution of railroads and cities, which is the
most advanced of the South American countries? What are the
causes of this advancement?
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7. Note the character of the coast. Where are the large commercial
centers or cities? Why? What other industries should thrive in

South America? Why?
8. Your problem for to-morrow's lesson is: Read the text to find out

where you guessed wrong and why.

A demonstration lesson will be given to illustrate how
principles may be used to gain more knowledge in geography,
according to the outline given above. The observer is to

answer the following questions based on the observation

lesson.

1. What use was made of principles in this demonstration lesson?

2. Where did the children fail in their deductions?

Why?

3. Name geographical principles on which the class needs more drill.

4. Name principles that have little meaning to the children.

5. Prove that the power to think deductively is limited by a lack of

knowledge of geographical principles.

6. WT

hat evidence have you to show that this sort of work is or is not
more interesting and more real than that of getting the same infor-

mation by reading the text?

7. About how much of the geography of South America did the children

know as a result of having studied North America?
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REFERENCES
HOLTZ. Principles and Methods of Teaching Geography, 257; 172-3
SUTHERLAND. The Teaching of Geography, 155-9; 251-2; 244-8.
CHARTERS. The Teaching of the Common Branches, 235-7.
HAHN AND LACKEY. Teaching Geography and Measuring Its Results, Discussion of the

Deductive Lesson.

DODGE AND KIRCUWAY. The Teaching of Geography, 86-90.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Name two uses to which geographical principles may be put.

2. In what sense is it true that when pupils know the geography of North
America, they know the geography of the whole world?

3. AYhy are type studies so necessary in the teaching of geography?

4. Knowing that the Bermudas are in latitude 32 degrees North, in the

open ocean and surrounded by warm currents, with their highest
altitude only 260 feet and the fertile land cut into small patches,
how much of their geography can you deduce?

5. Prepare three deductive problems for a seventh grade and write out a

lesson plan for one of them.

6. Select from the Hahn-Lackey geography scale five exercises to test the

ability of children to think deductively.
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Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best hi Project XXXVI



THE TEACHING OF HISTORY

PROJECT XXXVII. BIOGRAPHY AS A PREPARATION
FOR HISTORY

Grade Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How may biography be taught as a preparation for history?

Observation Work

If the teaching of biography is to be made a preparation for

history, the men to be studied must be grouped about great
movements and events in a way that will combine the materi-
als into a continuous story. According to this mode of selec-

tion, Otis, Samuel Adams, Franklin, Henry, Jefferson, Wash-
ington, Hamilton, Pitt, and George III, would be grouped
about the American Revolution. Of course these men are to

be studied first as men. Children must learn to think of

them much as they think of their personal acquaintances,
and yet those incidents in their lives that are related to the

American Revolution, picturing it as a continuous story,
should be emphasized.

As a preparation for the observation work, the observer
is to select the names of six men to be grouped about the
movement of events that led to the War of 1812:

Names of six men to be grouped about the slavery movement between
1820 and 1861.

What incidents are to be emphasized in the lives of the men belonging
to the first group?

To the second group?
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The following devices may be used by teachers to make the

men real to children :

1. Use abundance of concrete details, even trivialities.

2. Make the places where they lived real to the children and associate

the men with the places.
3. Study their pictures and pictorial illustrations.

4. Read contemporary literature, especially letters, diaries, and per-
sonal reminiscences.

5. Have pupils compose dramas based upon historical material and
afterwards act them.

6. Let the children imagine that they live at the time these men lived

and where they lived and have them write letters, using real

historical material, to some imaginary friend far removed from the
historical scene.

7. Have the children keep diaries, recording what they might have seen

and heard of the men had they lived at the time and where the

men did.

8. Have the children learn and recite famous speeches and sayings of the

men.
9. Have children impersonate men and women who are being studied.

10. Improvise historical pageants based upon the story of the event about
which the men are grouped.

A demonstration lesson will be given to illustrate how to

teach biography as a preparation for history, using one of the

groups of men the observer prepared. The observer is to

answer the following questions based on the demonstration
lesson :

1. Name the men that constituted the group that the class was studying.

2. What determined the selection and grouping of the men?

3. What was especially emphasized in the life of each man studied?

4. By what general plan was each man studied?

5. What special devices were used to make the men real to the children?
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6. What evidence have you to offer to show that the men studied were
or were not real characters to the children?

7. Cite instances to show that the children were or were not getting a
clear notion of the movement about which the men were grouped.

REFERENCES
Committee of Seven, 162-72.

Course of Study, Baltimore County Schools, 449-55; 457; 417-72; 482-3.
WOOFTER. Teaching in Rural Schools, 213-20.
JOHNSON. The Teaching of History, 161-76.

WAYLAND. How to Teach American History, 143-51.

FREEMAN. The Psychology of the Common Branches, 143-4.
BEARD AND BAGLET. A First Book in American History, vi-vn.
The Fourteenth Yearbook, Part I, 144-6.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. What is the purpose of teaching biography in grades below the seventh?

2. How must the men whose biographies are to be studied be selected in

order to accomplish this purpose?

3. Name the group of men that should be studied as a preparation for the

history of the discovery and exploration of America.

For the history of the thirteen colonies.

For the history of slavery in America.

For the history of the reconstruction of the Confederate states after

the Civil War.
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4. Give reasons why it is better to begin with the study of biography
than with the study of history.

5. Of the ten devices designed to make historical men and women real

characters to children, given in this exercise, name wliat you con-
sider the three most effective.

6. What is the danger of using special devices to make the past real?

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XXXVH



PROJECT XXXVm. MAKING HISTORY REAL

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How may history be made real to children in the elementary school?

Observation Work

Too much of our history teaching in the elementary school

begins and ends in empty words and phrases. The most

timely question that can be asked concerning the teaching of

history in the grammar grades is, How can history be made
real?

The following devices are being used by teachers in their

endeavor to make history real, and are recommended to

teachers generally :

1. Establish definite time and place relations.

2. Study technical terms used in history, such as exploration, coloniza-

tion, Puritans, local government, representative government,
limited monarchy, limited suffrage, taxation without representation,
tariff, protective tariff, tariff for revenue, state rights, liberal con-

struction of the constitution, democracy, etc., until they have real

meaning to tfie class. Then drill on the meaning of technical terms
until they can be recalled as rapidly as the terms can be read.

3. In almost every community there is some concrete material illustrative

of large historical events or movements. If possible, secure and
use this material.

4. Study the past as an explanation of the present. Showing the rela-

tionship between the two always adds reality and concreteness to

history.
5. Appreciation through participation adds reality to the past. For the

children to play that they are cave men, cliff dwellers, Indians,

signers of the Declaration of Independence, members of the Con-
stitutional Convention, or delegates to a political convention, puts
real meaning into the words and phrases of the text.

6. The study of home history gives a concrete basis for the study of

larger social groups or world history.
7. Work out cause-and-effect relations in history; putting related events

together in story form, makes history real. (See Project XXXIX.)
8. Historical pageants have great possibilities for making the past real.

9. Make use of abundance of detail. Concrete details stimulate the

sense of reality and result in vivid pictures of the past.
10. For special devices to add a touch of reality to the past, see the list

given in Project XXXVII.

A demonstration lesson will be given whose purpose is to

illustrate methods or devices by means of which history may
be made real. The observer is to answer the following ques-
tions based on the observation lesson :
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1. What means did the teacher use in her attempt to make history real

to the class?

2. In what way were the time and place relations of the events in the
lesson established?

3. With what present-day issue or event, if any, were the events in the

lesson associated?

4. What cause-and-effect relations were established in the class discus-

sion of the lesson?

o. So far as the subject matter of the lesson was concerned, what other

means would have been effective to give the events a touch of

reality?

6. Cite instances to show that the teacher did or did not succeed in

making the lesson real to the children.

REFERENCES
KENDALL AND MIRICK. How to Teach the Fundamental Subjects, 257-65.
Course of Study, Baltimore County Schools, 414-21; 4*3-32; 434-40; 490-2.
WATLAND. How to Teach American History, 98-105; 126-41; 152-60; 161-8.
FREELAND. Modern Elementary School Practice, 186; 144-54; 356-9; 57-9; 400.
JOHNSON. The Teaching of History, 202-23; 225-39; 241-68.
WILSON AND WILSON. Motivation of School Work, 101-2; 103-9; 109-17; 127.

WOOFTEB. Teaching in .Rural Schools, 222-3; 225-6.
CHARTERS. Teaching the Common Branches, 241-2; 249-51; 259-62; 263-4.
BONSER. The Elementary School Curriculum, 143-4; 255-9; 299-300.
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Exercises for Class Discussion

1. What is the most pressing need in the teaching of history?
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2. Of the different methods and devices given in Project XXXVIII,
select what you consider the three most practical and most effect-

ive in making history real to children in the elementary school.

3. Study the period of our national history between 1789 and 1812 and
make a list of thirty technical terms whose meanings should be

carefully developed and made familiar to the children.

4. If the past should be studied to explain the present, how much of the

present should the pupils know before they begin to study the past?

5. Emerson called time and place
"
the two eyes of history.

"
Why is the

expression appropriate?

6. What is meant by the statement that the past is best realized and
understood through participation?

7. Beginning with the Treaty of Paris in 1763, let one half of the class list

and arrangs all events that have to do with the cause of the Ameri-
can Revolution in the order of cause and effect, and then study the
events until they can be given fluently from beginning to end as an

interesting story. Let the other half of the class work up into story
form all the events that are a part of the story of the cause of the

War of 1812, beginning with the Treaty of 1783. Let each tell its

story to the other.

8. Plan a short pageant-play that can be given in a rural school.

9. Where can the teacher get an abundance of concrete historical details

for her history classes?
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Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best hi Project XXXVm



PROJECT XXXIX. THE STORY METHOD IN TEACHING
HISTORY

Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How may the story method in the teaching of history be used in the

elementary school?

Observation Work

The easiest and most effective way of making history real

to children is to arrange related events in the order of cause
and effect and weave them all into a continuous story. The
events are easily remembered because they are associated

with each other through their meaning, and this association

gives the whole movement reality. Not only is the past made
real by the story method, but it is also made intensely inter-

esting. After the children have once gotten fairly into a large
historical movement, they can be led to anticipate what will

happen next and then use the text to find out whether they
guessed right. This is a form of project teaching in history.
As a preparation for their observation, let the observers

arrange the following events, which are all a part of the story
of the cause of the American Revolution, in the order of

cause and effect, and learn to tell the story in an interesting
manner: The Declaration of Independence; Boston Tea
Party; Stamp Act; Canada and the Territory east of the

Mississippi acquired from France by England; Townshend
Acts passed; Stamp Act repealed; Newly Acquired Territory
was to be defended or protected by keeping an English Army
in America; Boston Massacre; First Continental Congress;
Writs of Assistance; Intolerable Acts; Committees of Cor-

respondence; Second Continental Congress; Battles of Bunker
Hill and Lexington ; Repeal of the Townshend Acts except the

Tax on Tea; Stamp Act Congress; Patrick Henry's Speech in

the Virginia House of Burgesses; Otis's Speech.
A demonstration lesson will be given whose purpose is to

illustrate the story method in the teaching of history. The

building up of a story, as indicated above, is a slow process.
Not much of it can be done in any one recitation. The pro-
cedure is something as follows : Pupils should have notebooks

containing the titles of the stories which the class is to prepare,

setting apart a section of the notebook for each story. The
class should study the events as they come in the text, being
careful, however, to list each event which has to do with one
of the stories to be written up in its proper place in the note-
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book. Each event as it is listed should be associated with the

part of the story already known. When the last event of a

story is finally listed, the class should stop advanced work
in the textbook long enough to review the story thoroughly
from the beginning to the end. The pupils will need to read

supplementary books on each event and discuss it in class

until it becomes a real part of the story and the whole move-
ment will take on life and reality. When the children can tell

the whole story in a connected and interesting manner, and
not until then, let them write it up and bind it in booklet form
with an appropriate cover of their own design. The class

will then take up the work in the text again and continue un-

til a point is reached where another story ends, when it will

be treated after the manner outlined above.

The demonstration lesson will illustrate the method at the

point where the children are finally ready to tell the whole

story in an interesting manner to the observers as their audi-

ence. One of the following stories may be used :

(1) The Discovery of America; (2) The Cause of the War of 1812; (3) The
Extension of Suffrage; (4) The Cause of the Civil War; (5) Slavery
in America; (6) History of Taxation; (7) State Rights; (8) The
Growth of Railroads; (9) The Reconstruction of the South; (10)
Financial Panics; (11) The Growth and Control of Trusts.

The observer is to answer the following questions based on
the observation:

1. What story project was the subject of the demonstration lesson?

2. Make a list of all the events that were described in the story which the
children told you.

3. Find out from the teacher about how much time the children devoted
to the preparation of the story, her method of motivating the work,
and what effect such work has on the attitude of the class towards
the study of history.
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4. Show that the children were or were not interested in this story.

5. Cite instances to show that the whole movement was or was not real

to the children.

REFERENCES
CHARTERS. Teaching the Common Branches, 246-8.

JOHNSON. The Teaching of History, 33; 49; 175-6; 197; 361-5.

WAYLAND. How to Teach American History, 26; 182-88; 189-95; 294-301; 315; 316.
PARKER. General Methods of Teaching in Elementary Schools, 122-3; 127-30.
BONSER. The Elementary School Curriculum, 293H5; 450-1.

BEARD AND BAGLET. A First Book in American History, vii-ix.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Describe the story method in teaching history, including the general

procedure.

2. Why are the events when woven into a story easily remembered?

3. Why is the past when taught in story form likely to be real?

4. What makes history intensely interesting to children when taught in

story form?

5. Select from the Hahn History Scales, or from any other standardized

test, three exercises in which children are asked to arrange a series

of related events in the order of cause and effect. Ask the demon-
strator to give this test to the class you observed. Score the

answers and find the class average. What is the Hahn
standard for the test?
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What does the test indicate?

6. Let each member of the normal training class work out a history story
as suggested in this observation exercise and tell it to the class.

7. Let the class as a whole select three large movements and arrange all

the events related to each movement in the order of cause and effect.

Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XXXIX



PROJECT XL. TEACHING TIME RELATIONS

. . Grade . . Demonstrator

The Student's Problem

How may time relations in history be taught?

Observation Work

Time relations of events in history must be taught to chil-

dren. This does not mean that the children must be taught
to memorize the exact date of every event. Too much drill

on isolated time relations kills the spirit of history classes;

but history without time relations is blind. The problem is

simplified by using different methods for teaching the time
of events.

The following methods may be used in teaching time rela-

tions:

1. The method of learning exact dates. Comparatively few dates need
to be memorized by children. Only the following dates are to be
memorized according to authorities: 1492; 1519-22; 1607; 1619;

1620; 1754; 1763; 1765; 1775; July 4, 1776; 1777; 1781; 1783; 1787;

1788; 1789; 1792; 1803; 1812; 1820; 1823; 1846-48; 1850; 1854;

April 4, 1861; Jan. 1, 1863, April 9, 1865; 1867; 1877; 1898; 1914;

April 6, 1917; Nov. 11, 1918. As these dates are being memorized

they must be associated with events. Cards with dates on one
side and events on the other can be used in a number of drill devices

effective in memorizing dates.

2. The method of grouping events about pivotal dates. Each of the
dates given in (1) above can be used as a focal date about which to

group events that happened within the same decade.
3. The method of placing an event where it belongs in a chain of cause

and effect.

4. The method of associating events with men who had most to do with
them.

5. The method of locating events in centuries. As an illustration, the
events that have to do with the discovery and exploration of

America may be placed mostly in the sixteenth century.
6. The method of learning the period or epoch in which the event falls.

As an illustration, the Stamp Act may be remembered as an event
of the Colonial Period.

A demonstration lesson will be given whose purpose is to

illustrate as many of the above methods as time will permit
together with drill devices to fix time relations. The
observer is to answer the following questions based on the

observation :
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1. What methods of fixing the time of an event were illustrated in the

demonstration lesson?

2. Describe in detail how each method was used.

3. In each case was the method suited to the event? Tell why.

4. Show that the teacher was or was not successful in fixing the time of

the events in the lesson.

5. What drill devices were used to make time relations of events habitual
with children?

REFERENCES
Course of Study, Baltimore County Schools, 486-7.
CHARTERS. Teaching the Common Branches, 253-9.
WOOFTER. Teaching in Rural Schools. 224-5.
JOHVSON. The Teaching of History, 52-8.

WAYLAND. How to Teach American History. 235-43.
FREEMAV. The Psychology of the Common Branches, 145-50.
The Fourteenth Yearbook, 'Part I, 139-41.

Exercises for Class Discussion

1. Why is it necessary to learn the time relations of events in history?
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2. What methods may the teacher use?

3. Which method would you use for teaching the time of the Purchase of

Louisiana Territory?

Why?

For teaching the time relations of the following events : The Defeat of

the Federal Party, The Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions, and
The Alien and Sedition Laws?

4. Why should the exact dates given in (1), page 139, be memorized?

5. Show that placing an event where it belongs in a story establishes its

time relation.

6. Give from memory the dates in American History that are recom-
mended to be memorized, giving at the same time the event to be
associated with each date.

7. What events may be associated with the focal date of 1619?

8. Select five exercises on time relations from the Hahn History Scales,

or from any other test, and ask the demonstrator to give the test

to the class you observed. Score the answers and find the class

average. What is the Hahn standard for the test?

What does the test indicate?

9. What is the best drill device for repeating time relations of events?
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Answer the Student's Problem

What I Like Best in Project XL



GENERAL SUMMARY

The following is a list of the most important principles of

education developed in the foregoing observation exercises :

1. Among the most important physical factors that affect the learning

process are the pupils' seats and desks and the lighting, the heating,
the ventilation, the decorations, and the equipment of the school-

room.
2. A satisfactory seat and desk afford comfort to the pupil and make it

easy for him to sit with both hips and shoulders pushed back and
the small of the back pushed forward. Project II.

3. The lighting of the schoolroom is favorable to the study activity when
no light shines into the faces of the children, when the light enters

the room so that no shadows from the hand, head, or shoulders are
thrown upon the work, when there are no cross-lights and no areas
of decidedly different degrees of illumination, and when the area of

the windows is not less
L
than one-fifth of the area of the floor.

Project I.

4. For study purposes a temperature of 68 degrees is satisfactory, if the air

contains a reasonable amount of moisture and is kept moving.
"Low temperatures with sufficient wraps are safer than high tem-

peratures." Project I.

5. "Motionless, moistureless, lifeless indoor air rests like a curse on the

average school." Ventilation favors the study activity when each
child is supplied with not less than thirty cubic feet of fresh air per
minute. For an average schoolroom this means that a moderate
current of fresh air would have to pass constantly into the room
through a net opening of three square feet. Project I.

6. As essential factors in the teacher's personal equipment may be named
neatness in dress and appearance, a well modulated voice, self-

control, sincerity of purpose, health, adaptability and resource-

fulness, emotional alertness, intellectual capacity and mental
initiative. Project III.

7. In order to save time and energy the frequently recurring details in

the management of a school should be speedily reduced to habits.

School situations which affect individuals rather than groups and
which do not require uniformity in order to economize time and
energy should be used to develop pupil responsibility and self-

control. Project III.

8. The school discipline that is based on the interaction of the group and
the individuals is the most natural and therefore the most effective.

This means that the school as a whole, not the teacher alone, is the

disciplinarian. Observation Exercise III treats the fundamentals
of school discipline.

9. The assignment of lessons should stimulate purposeful activities on
the part of the pupils. This means that lessons should be assigned
in the form of problems and projects in such a way as to arouse the

interest of the pupils and to give them a strong incentive to study
the lesson. Project IV.

10. The characteristics of a good problem are stated in Project IV.
1 1 . The assignment of the lesson should motivate the study of it. If the

subject matter is suited to the child and it is assigned in relation to

the activities which it furthers in real life, the average child will

us
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appreciate the social need and will engage whole-heartedly in the

study activity. If such a motive does not appeal to a small minority
of the class, then for the few incentives extraneous to the subject
matter must be set up. What these incentives shall be depends

upon the nature and experience of the individuals, the kind of

subject matter to be mastered, and the appeals used in the same
situations outside of school. A recitation that gives assistance

when it is needed, that helps pupils to better methods of work,
that tests and reveals the progress the children are making, and
that makes each pupil an active member of the group, does much in

the way of motivating the work of the class. Project IV.

12. What the teacher should do in the way of supervising study with or

without supervised study periods is specifically stated in Project V.

13. The teacher's part in the recitation is to hold the recitation to its

purpose, to stimulate the children to carry on the different phases of

the activity, and to present or lead the children to discover problems
for further study. Project VI.

14. The most effective means the teacher has of keeping the recitation

moving toward its goal, of stimulating the pupils for suggestions as

to plans and methods of procedure and for the evaluation of their

own plans and methods, and of presenting problems, is the question.

Project VI.

15. Standardized tests are indispensable to teachers. Through their use

teachers may know definitely what their classes should be able to do,
what they can do in terms of the standardized tests, and, in case the

performance is below standard, what specific abilities are lacking
and what remedies to apply. Through these uses of standardized

tests teachers can supervise their own instruction. Projects VII
and VIII.

16. Standardized tests are also indispensable to teachers in the study of

individual differences in the achievement of children in the same
class. Project IX.

17. In so far as children have common traits and common tendencies,

they may be instructed en masse. In so far as children differ in

traits and tendencies, they must be taught as individuals. This
means that the teacher should be well versed in the commonalities
and individualities of children. Projects X and XI.

18. The teacher who has general supervision of the study activity of a
class while she hears another recite should be able to tell by certain

characteristic appearances whether the study activity is progressing
satisfactorily. Project XII.

19. The pupil in an ideal recitation takes part in discovering and formu-

lating the problem to be solved, assumes a part of the responsibility
of holding the recitation to its purpose, suggests plans and methods
of procedure, helps to evaluate the plans and methods suggested in

the light of the problem, suggests possible solutions, and helps to

test solutions suggested. Project XIII.
20. Experiments have demonstrated that in an effective method of teaching

beginners to read three more -or less distinct types of work are
essential: (1) The major part of the time should be used in teach-

ing children to interpret the printed page. (2) Special drill periods
should be devoted to the recognition of words at sight. (3) To de-

velop independence in the recognition of words, special attention
should be given to phonetic analysis and synthesis. Project XIV.

21. The development of fundamental habits and associations on which
fluent reading depends requires much more practice than children
in the lower grades commonly receive. How to give the children
the much needed practice is illustrated in Project XV.
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22. In the upper grades the ability to interpret the printed page accurately
and readily depends largely upon a knowledge of the meaning of

words. Beginning with the third grade, special attention should
be given to the acquisition of a reading vocabulary. Project XVI.

23. Oral reading as a purposeful activity requires an audience. The
reader knows that he is reading to persons who want to know what
the printed page is about, and his motive is to interpret the printed

page for them. The reading and the listening are both motivated.
How to make oral reading in school such a purposeful activity is

illustrated in Project XVII.
24. The ability necessary to do creditable work in any school subject is

not an indivisible unity but rather a divisible complexity. The
general ability is composed of a number of lesser abilities each of

which may be isolated from the complex and developed separately.
Teachers should be conscious of the elements in the complex for

two reasons. (1) Knowing what specific abilities are necessary to

develop the complex ability, teachers will be able to develop the

latter more economically and more successfully in the case of a

larger number of pupils. (2) When failures do occur, they will

be able to discover the specific causes for such failures and then

apply specific remedies. The development of silent reading abilities

is treated in Projects XVIII andXIX; arithmetic abilities in Projects
XX, XXI, XXIV, and XXV; composition abilities in Projects
XXVII and XXIX; geography abilities in Projects XXXI, XXXII,
XXXIII, XXXV, and XXXVI; history abilities in Projects
XXXIX and XL.

2.5. Much of the work in school is concerned with the repetition of facts

and processes until they become automatic. The teacher is always
in danger of killing the spirit of her school in conducting drill lessons.

To lessen this danger the teacher must be able to do two things:

(1) She must be able to develop habits with the least number of

repetitions and (2) she must be able to motivate strongly all drill

lessons. The drill exercise as a distinct type of teaching is dis-

cussed in Projects XIV and XXII, and indirectly hi Projects XVI,
XXVI, XXVIII, XXIX, XXXV, and XL.

26. Children naturally are impulsive in their thinking; the school must
teach them to be reflective. One type of reflective thinking is induc-

tive; another type is deductive. Children should be trained in both.

The inductive lesson is treated in Projects XXIII, XXX, and
XXXV; the deductive lesson in Projects XXIV, XXV, and XXXVI.

27. A rule to be of any use to children in solving problems in arithmetic

must be developed by them inductively. The technique of develop-
ing and formulating rules in arithmetic is described in Project
XXIII.

28. The ability to solve problems in arithmetic is complex. At least four

specific abilities are involved in the general activity of solving

problems. What these are and how they are to be developed are

shown in Projects XXIV and XXV.
29. Composition work should be done in its "natural setting." It is never

done otherwise outside of school and should not be in school. How
to teach composition facts in connection with situations in which

they are needed is set forth in Project XXVI.
80. A graduate of the elementary school should possess four abilities es-

sential in the writing of a paragraph. (1) He should be able to use

words with considerable discrimination. (2) He should be able to

write clear, unified sentences. (3) He should have mastered the tech-

nique of paragraph structure. (4) He should know the mechanical
facts involved in the writing of a paragraph. Project XXVII.
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31. The school must provide exercises for the correction of wrong language
habits. It is the only subject in which there is so much reforming
to be done. In the lower grades this phase of composition is as

important as the teaching of new language facts. Project XXVIII
is devoted to the principles involved in the correction of language
habits.

32. Technical grammar treats of facts that are useful in life activities.

Only such facts as are useful should be taught in the elementary
school, and they should be taught in their functional relations.

Project XXX.
33. The geography text is introduced into the school at a time when the

children have had as yet no training in reading the type of subject
matter it contains. Nor have they had training in silent reading in

the specific way in which it must be used in the study of geography.
The first concern of the geography teacher is to instruct the children

how to read the informational type of subject matter and to develop
certain specific abilities in silent reading. Project XXXI.

34. Realism in education is the crying need of the hour. Children memo-
rize textbooks and recite to teachers from memory. But do they
know the meaning? How to make textbooks real and meaningful
to children is the subject of Projects XXXII and XXXVIII.

35. To succeed well in the study of geography a pupil must know "home
geography" in terms of textbook language, must know place rela-

tions, must know the important principles of geography, and must
know how to use these principles in the further acquisition of geo-

graphical knowledge. For the development of the last three

abilities, see Projects XXXIII, XXXV, and XXXVI, respectively.
36. Learning a fact or process in connection with a situation in which it is

useful is project work. The technique of project-problem instruc-

tion is discussed in Project XXXIV.
37. Below the seventh grade biography should not be taught as such but

as a preparation for history. Project XXXVII.
38. The best way to teach the cause-and-effect relation in history is to

teach the events in story form. In other words, project work in

history consists of learning each event in its "natural setting." The
story method of teaching history is described in Project XXXIX.

39. To fully understand an event in history it is necessary to know its

time relations. There are different ways in which a pupil may learn

the time of an event. These are discussed in Project XL.
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